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IN onr oF THE closest and most which endangered the peace of the
unique national elections in the modern history of the country, the defeat
of Richard M. Nixon was a blow

the reckless U-z policies of
the Eisenhower Administration. So
aga.inst

.10

it

was regarded in extensive international as well as national circlesas foreseen by the election policy
statement of the National Executive
Committee of the Communist Party
last August 9th. Whatever doubts
exist on this score must be dispelled
by the final personal entry of President Eisenhower into the last days
of the campaign, to bolster up Nixon's sagging fortunes, following the
latter's desperate S.O.S. The presi-
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dential contest, which developed a
changing momentum of its own, became thereby a referendum on the
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stewardship and adventurous cold
war policies of the President-and
he lost. The defeat of the NixonLodge ticket was a vote of "no con-
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fidence" in Eisenhower policies symbolized in the U-z and RB-47 provocations, in the repudiation of U.S.

imperialism by the people of |apan,

South Korea and Turkey-policies

world and which reduced U.S. stand-

ing in the

eyes

of all

peaceJoving

humanity.

Nixon's misfortune was Kennedy's

fortune. The margin that

elected

Kennedy in most of the northern
liberal and industrial centers-New
York, for example-was not so much
"for" Kennedy as it was against
Nixon-notwithstanding the fact that
Kennedy developed considerable personal appeal as the campaign wore
on. There was a deep residual horror of "tricky Dick," his notorious
shiftiness of principle, reflected even
in the TV debates. As a consequence,
the much-talked about mass boycott
or sit-it-out, particularly among independent voters in the early stages
of the campaign, vanished for fear
it would aid the election of Nixon.
Notwithstanding their deep, and
justifiable dissatisfaction with both
tickets-the failure of both to measure up to the vital interests of the
country in such perilous times-the
maiority of conscious voters cast
their ballot for the Kennedy-Johnson ticket. Secondary factors, many
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of

them deliberately highlighted by
the monopoly press, played no smdl

were dissatisfied with Johnson as the
Democratic vice-presidential candi,
role among large sections of the elec- date, the man who, in the Senate, has
torate. And even now the last word consistently protected the Dixiecrats.
has not been said with reference to Turning from word to deed, neither
the lessons to be drawn from the elec- Party won any bouquets on account
of its performance at the special sestions.
For on the overriding issue of sion of Congress following the conventions-whether on civil rights,
peace, the relaxation of international
tension and ending the cold war, the minimum wage and old age
there was no basic difference between medical care, to say nothing of peace.
Ffowever, a bitter partisan war was
the two tickets. As the NEC statement of August 9th pointed out, waged between the two major Party
both Nixon and Kennedy were cold machines as to which would gain
war candidates; both advocated the control of the fabulously rich and
arms race and the bankruPt Posi- powerful U.S. governmental apparations-of-strength policies, and both tus-with its spoils, patronage, correpresented the big monoPolies. rupt privileges and its dominant
Available to Nixon were the fortunes position among the imperialist and
of the Rockefellers and Du Ponts colonialist powers. But as for the
while Kennedy was linked to Power- American people, it was a presidenfut Wall Street financial interests by tial election without a clear prinhis family's own multi-million dollar cipled choice between the candifortune which the President-elect dates in respect to the major issues
didn't fail to use. The monopolists -and above all, without a clear alterdominated both the Republican and native to the adventurous cold-war
Democratic parties. If the trade- policies of the Eisenhower Adminisunion movement was shocked bY the tration.
More than any other factor, tlis
Eisenhower Administration's lastminute invoking of the Landrum- accounted for the extreme closeness
Griffin law against the National and for the complicated character
Maritime lJnion, it could be no less of the elections. Of the 67 million
disturbed by the fact that this law votes cast, Nixon and Kennedy each
bears the imprimatur of fack Ken- tallied 33 million odd with the latter
nedy, as well as that of his brother eking out a continually varying plurRobert. If the Negro PeoPle were ality (at this writing) of less than
disgusted by the failure of Eisen' 2oo,ooo and with Nixon winning
hower and Nixon to. give unequivo- more states though with decisively
,cal public leadership in support, of less electoral votes. The popular
the moral issue of desegregation, they electorate was almost split down the
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middle. This was due, however,
not to the indecisivcness of the overwhelming majority of the people; but
rather to the grcat difrculty among
millions of voters in making up their
minds as to which of two candidates
would advance the cause of peace,
dcmocracy and social progress. On
thc one hand, they weighed the fact
that since Korea, the country had
not in fact been at war, recalling
that since the turn of the century
all major wars had been fought under Democratic administrations. It
was not seen or understood that during the Eisenhower Administration
with its dangerous IJ-z provocations,
wars had been averted primarily due
to the responsible and persistent
peace policy of the socialist camp,
led by the Soviet lJnion, by the role
of the national liberation movements
and the newly freed Asian and African states, and by the overwhelming peace sentiment in the imperialist countries. On the other hand,
millions seized upon the mildly critical and realistic attitude of Kennedy
and his Stevenson supporters, toward

the nuclear ban stalemate and the
u-z provocation which smashed the
summit and greatly increased international tension.
The overwhelming majority of the
American people desire peace and

a

relaxation of international tension
which takes priority over the fact
that sections, in the confused election
picture, cast their vote for Nixon,
simply because Kennedy offered no

clear peace dternative. These desires

of the American people for

peace

and social progress are decisive even

though they found no clear-cut. exin the presidential candi-

pression
dates.

Other factors also contributed to
the closeness of the election results,
among them: r) the religious question and religious bigotry; z) dissatisfaction among many rank and file
Democrats over the failure to nominate Stevenson, thus diminishing
campaign enthusiasm

3) the still

existing,

personal popularity

for Kennedy;

if

of

diminished,
Eisenhower,

the war hero; and finally, the narrowing gap between the Republican
and Democratic parties. However,
considering the popular discontentment and the deep anxieties and
fears of the American people, had
Kennedy presented a clear alternative to the Eisenhower-Nixon policies, above all on peace, the gap between his vote and Nixon's would
have been far larger and would have
added a new qualitative element to
the campaign. Any tendencies to,
ward indistinguishability between
the candidates and the parties
worked to the advantage of Nixon
and the Republicans. The blame for
this must be placed squarely on the
Democratic Party, the Kennedy]ohnson ticket and upon their monopolist backers.
The very closeness of the election
should teach the Democratic high
command a thing or two. It almost
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overplayed
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its hand in

ramming

Kennedy and Johnson down the
throats of the party rank and file,
in the teeth of the mass upsurge for
Stevenson, and thus fully justifying
the resumption of the insurgent
movements-as in New York, for
example-against such entrenched
machines as that of Carmine De Sapio. It remains to be seen whether
these insurgencies will be pressed
around issues and principle-as on
peace, civil and labor's rights and
other vital questions-making common cause with other popular forces
seeking a political realignment in
the country; or whether they will
subordinate political independence
within the Party to transient and
expedient deals which merely enthrone one set of bosses over another, however benevolent the former may be. With the cold war
advocacy of Kennedy-his gratuitous "me-too" anti-Soviet speeches
and his provocative call for open intervention against Cuba (though he
later retreated)-a popular landslide
receded further and further into improbability, if not impossibility. The
masses create their own ways of
criticism when orthodox channels
provide none.
In addition to the set-back imposed
upon the Eisenhower-Nixon cold
war policies, the election of Kennedy
was a blow against religious bigotry.
196o was a far cry from the Al Smith
candidacy of l928, when anti-Catholic intolerance reached the lower

depths. Not only was there a healthy
mass revulsion to religious bigotry
in this campaign, but Kennedy be-

came the first Roman Catholic to
be elected President. In the last 3z

years the American people have
grown; moreover, in this epoch when

successful revolutionary upsurges are'

taking place among the peoples of
Asia, Africa and Latin America rep
resenting the full spectrum of creeds,
races and colors, their impact is not

lost upon the American

people.

Above all, the heroic struggle of the
Negro people in the deep South for

four main pillars: r) The overwhelming support of organized la-

sworn class enemy, the monopolists.

per-

tween organized labor and the Negro people's movement-namely, the
Negro workers-had a profound effect in achieving the sweep for Ken-

bor; z) The remarkably high

centage of votes from the Negro peo-

ple, with similar trends

among
Spanish-speaking citizens; 3) The direct intervention of the masses in
motion on issues and, finally, a strong
desire for change of administration.
Organized labor and the entire
working class has been and is becoming increasingly concerned over
the economic issues, sensing the synthetic character of the Eisenhower
prosperity, the present so-called mild
recession and the growing unem-

Undoubtedly, the living bridge be-

nedy in Negro communities. The
vote for the Democrats among the
Negroes ranged from 3 to r in Harlem to ro to r in other areas, wiping
out the gains of Eisenhower in '52
and '56 and in some instances ex-ceeding the lop-sided percentages of
Truman, and even of FDR. The
Negro people with such an abnor-

mally high percentage of workers

human dignity and equality

has
strengthened and extended the grass-

ployment, now about four million.
Despite the Democratic betrayal of

democracy in the
country, and redounded to the bene,
fit of all victims of discrimination
Jew or Catholic, Puerto
-whether
R.ican, Cuban, Mexican-American or
other minority groups. But this
battle is tar trom won in the United

the r95B proJabor election mandate,

la-

ered only by viewing the all-class

not only from the point of
view of religious tolerance, but also
from the point of view of the right

bor movement than enthusiasm for

movement of the Negroes as a people in the struggle for human digniry and equal rights. This was evi-

roots frontiers

of

States,

of a citizen to have no religion at all,
without which there can be no freedom of religion as gLraranteed in the
federal Constitution. Religious bigotry is still one of the principal weap
ons of capitalism for dividing the

working class and popular

masses.

Bold principled leadership on the re-

ligious issue durinq the campaign
was well-nigh absent.

The victory of Kennedy, fohnson

and the Democrats over Nixon,
Lodge and the GOP was built upon

the workers consider the Democratic
Party more responsive to their interests in times of economic stress-an
attitude born of the FDR-New Deal
period. This was far more decisive

in determining the choice of the

Kennedy, whom many labor leaders
and rank and filers supported with
reservations, doubt and reluctance.

receive the heaviest brunt of econom-

ic

recessions and depressions, in
terms of wages, working conditions

and lay-ofis. The FDR tradition

worked here too.
But the full significance of the Negro's overwhelming swing to Kennedy and the Democrats can be gath-

denced

in

several Southern

states

This served as a form of pressure on
Kennedy who increasingly donned
the mantle of FDR and who repeatedly referred to such depressed areas
as 'West Virginia and Pennsylvania
in his speeches. On the question of
peace, however, organized labor
inade little or no contribution, frustrated as it is by the Meanys, Dubin-

where, for the first time in history,
the Negro vote was decisive, as small
as it was. The dramatic personal intervention of Kennedv to secure the

pkys, Reuthers and McDonalds who
are more eold warriors than labor's

about clinched and consolidated Ne-

of Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr., compared with Nixon's callous
"no comment," coupled with Kennedy's unequivocal statements of sup
port for the student sit-ins-iust

release

8ro support, despite the cynical
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of ]ohnson as running mate.
Kennedy would nor have been
elected as the 35th President o{ the
United States without the overchoice

whelming support of the Negro people--which denotes a new sense of
power not lost upon the Negro. The
rebuff to Nixon and Lodge, in the
light of their frivolous handling of
the Negro-in-the-Cabinet issue,
shows that the day is past when one
can play with the Negro people, or
with the issue of their dignity and
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they may. The arresr of King end
other young Negroes in Adanta,
the resumption of the student sit-ins
in New Orleans and Jacksonvilleare classic examples of mass extra-

7j

in

parliamentary intervention
the
elections which helped to shape the
course of the campaign and to force

certain important diflerentiations between Nixon and Kennedv.

Such mass interventiJn, which
confirmed the very heart of Communist election policy, made itself

equality.
Kennedy's public initiative against

felt in other

to come,
The real hero of that incident is
Reverend King and the Negro people's movement he represents, all
victims of pro.fascist Dixiecrat terror. Although Rev. King endorsed
neither presidential candidate during the campaign, he neither saritout nor boycotted the elections. He
was a member of a national nonpartisan committee which helped to

colonialism, drove Nixon and Ken--

spheres, primarily on
the issue of peace. The most important breakthrough on the peace question came with the r5th session of

the brutal jailing of Rev. King,
made in defiance of Dixiecrat
pressure, has received the bulk of the IIN General Assembly, where
the orchids, although the test of upon the vigorous initiative of
whether he will pursue a consistent Khrushchev and the other socialist
policy of politically outlawing the statesmen, the neutralist and new
Dixiecrats and of smashing the African states, this question, togethDixiecrat-Republican coalition is still er with disarmament and ending

raise Negro registration to its highest
in recent years, and he was

point

anything but neutral on issues, presscrusade against segregation

ing the

without relying on ejther candidate
or party, letting the chips fall where

nedy off the front pages. Up to

then, the peace question in the election had been virtually intened under a conspiracy of bi-partisan
si-

lence and suppression. The UN
lifted the lid and spurred the indigenous peace movement of the coun-

t.y,

resulting

in

demonstrations,

peace walks, meetings against nuclear weapons and t.irc,
stirred
"-rdand ina general hub-bub for peace
ternational understanding which
forced the issue into the- arena of,
discussion. Contrary to Nixon, Kennedy responded to some, as to the
Chicago rally against nuclear tests.

in the House of Rep

And both Nixon and Kennedy found

ties, particularly

to retreat from provocative positions-Nixon on Quemoy
and Matsu, and Kennedy on Cuba.
The independent initiative of the

resentatives. The principal aim of
the Republican-Dixiecrat coalition,
in threatening legal recounts, is to
bring reactionary political pressure to
bear on the Kennedy Administration
in process of formation, to influence

it

necessary

masses outside the two-party system,
although limited, had positive efiects

in creating conditions for a differen-

the choice of cabinet, to nullify the
mandate of labor, the Negro people
tial tickets.
and the peace forces. House MinorLastly, the election atmosphere ity Leader Charles Halleck of Inteemed with a desire for change, the diana did a public service with his
Eisenhower Administration having open and brazen confession on No.
demonstrated .its utter bankruptcy vember 20, that he and Howard
in the face of chronic unemployment, Smith of Virginia, the most nororimass misery, its abject cowardice and ous Dixiecrat obstructionist in the
immorality on the revolutionary is- House, will work together in blocksue of civil rights, its reckless pro- ine all social and progressive legislapensity for brinkmanship and aggra- tion. Further examples of this reacvations of international tension. Lack- tionary pressure are to be found in
ing clear, principled alternatives on Eisenhower's dispatch of the feet to
the great problems facing the na. protect non-existent democracy in
tion, undoubtedly millions cast their Guatemala and Nicaragua, while
ballots for new faces, hop,ing for unwilling to insure real constitutional
new ideas and methods which would democracy for the Negro people in
open the way toward peace and na- New Orleans; the Dixiecrat delegational progress.
tion to Kennedy to force his support
The Republicans, abetted by the of the barbarous racism and coiiup
Dixiecrats, are determined to prevent tion of the Louisiana officials, the riany such opening to the Left, at- lentless pressure against Cuba intempting to take advantage of the cluding the aggressive occupation
close popular vote even to the point of Cuban territory-the Guantanaat this writing of officially challeng- mo naval base. In view of the moves
ing the defeat of Nixon, with, of by the Republicans and Dixiecrats,
course, the latter's blessings. Not only the narrowness of the Presidential
was Kennedy elected but the totality contest should serve as a stern warnof the elections must be considered ing to labor, the Negro people, and
in which the people placed the Dem- to the peace and progressive forces
ocrats in control of both houses, that the promissory notes delivered
even though with reduced majori- by Kennedy and the Democrats can
tiated approach to the two presiden-
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be cashed in only through the
terest struggle of labor and the

bit-

popu-

Emancipation Proclamation promulgated by the incoming President in-

lar masses, waged with persistence, stantaneously outlawing all iim-crow
unity and independence around an and nullifying every law and practice
effective program of action. The of jim-crow, segregation and dismonopolists are bi-partisan and they crimination, can meet this danger.
rule the roost in Washington. It The enactment of civil rights bills,
will be fatal to the iust election de- clause by clause, over the next hunmands and expectations of organized dred years, is just another form of
labor if, hynotized by the cold war gradualism which keeps the jim-crow
and class collaboration policies of a system intact. The whole parliaMeany, Dubinsky or Reuther, it sits mentary system in Congress needs

back,'as following the r95B Congres- drastic reform beginning with Rule
sional elections, and waits compla- 22, and the Committee system
cently for automatic delivery. through which the Dixiecrats thwart
The urgent need is to mobilize the all progressive social, civil rights and
broadest coalition of labor and the labor legislation.
people during the next 5o days before The overwhelming maiority of Jre

ihe-Kennedy Adminirtration takes
oftce to claim the first hundred days
for peace and progress, and to dash
all illusions of-easy pickings on the
rocks of militant action and hard

realities.

workers and. Americans generally

want, above all, peace, the relaxation
of tension, and the avoidance of a
horrible nuclear catastrophe. But the

of a fundamental change
of foreign policy in this direction

question

remains to be resolved by the
independent struggles of the masses
urgent understanding and imple- -around such issues as disarmamJntation. The spine-chilling possi- ment, Cuba, the Congo5 Germany,
bility that the unpledged electors the Republic- of China, and the banof Mississippi and Alabama-chosen ning of nuclear tests and weapons.
on a systeilof pro-fascist oppression -The overriding lesson -from the
and disfranchisement of Negro citi- elections is the urgent need of a new,
zens---could be decisive in the de- independent Labor Party-based
The central character of the

Negro still

question in our country cries out

of a

for

President almost upon the working class, the Negro
in this election. At this people, the farmers and middle secpressed. The tions of the populatig." a"g directed
writing, it is still being-iim-crow
sys- against the monopolies. The comthe
to
smash
failure
tem, particularly in the deep South, plicated and frustrating character of
threatens and victimizes the whole the elections were due principally to
narion. Nothing less than a geqood the faet that the two-Party system

termination

came to pass

as it stands is obsolete and does not
permit the people to express their
will on the burning issues of their
lives. Labor alone can rise to the
occasion, giving leadership to the nation for peace and p,rogress, and be.

coming the dominant political force
in the governmental apparatus, instead of relying on the bankrupt and
ancient Gompers policy of "reward
your friends and punish your enemies."

the polls who do not now vote.
The perspective of a labor-people's
party, based upon a radical political
realignment, long the advocacy of
our Party in this and previous electoral struggles, has today exploded
into the consciousness of millions of
workers and independent forces. It
is now an idea which is being seized
by the masses, forced upon them by
experience, and capable of becoming
a material force for regenerating the
country. The lack of principled dif-

Not only does the political moof the two major parties- ferences between the two major parrigidly enforced by anti-democrat- ties makes a choice between them

nopoly

ic election laws-deny free elections;
and not only does the terrorist disfranchisement of millions of Southern Negroes expose the hollow
boast of the U.S. government of
free elections. The failure of millions of citizens to cast a ballot can
be attributed directly to the demoralizing fact that there is no real choice
between the two parties. Thirtytwo percent--or one out of every
three citizens who register-doesn't
bother to vote; and forty percent
of the eligible voting population
doesn't even bother to register. Undoubtedly, a high percentage of the
citizens who don't exercise the vote
are workers whose cynical experiences with both maior plunderbunds
have diminished their interest in
the electoral process. A labor-people's party offering a genuine choice
to the workers and people generally would quicken interest in the
elections, and bring out millions to

less and less meaning{ul, each time
with increasingly diminishing returns-and in such perilous times,
with the very existence of hundreds

of millions of people at stake. This

could be the last "election without
if labor and its allies explore building new realistic
forms of independent political action
on a grass roo s basis around issues
for the elections in'6r and '62forms rooted in militant and united
choice," but only

struggle.

The election developments, in the
main, confirmed the sound general
line of our Party, which correctlv
analyzed the monopoly domination
of both maior parties and tickets,
foresaw the difficulties and called
upon the people to intervene independently_on issues-particularly on
peace and civil rights. It wisely

of defeatism ani
boycott-which the people rejected
isolation from the decisive
-avoided
combatted moods

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

IO

scctions

of the workers and PeoPle

which the anti-Communist

centers

of reaction tried to impose, and main-

tained united front relations with
workers with illusions without adopting them as t}eir own. Handicappgd
bv the lack of candidates, except for
Milli. tvt.Rdory and Arnold Johnson in New York, our PartY and
Thi.e Worfter nevertheless made
many vital contributions under the
rnort ,.u... &fficulties. From the
very beginning, our PartY viewed
the' campaign Jiaiecticaily, not stati'
cally, confideut tl'-at ttie uopuiar

-rr..r

could affect its course. Ivlean-

while, our Party should review its
election work and examine it selfcritically, from the point of view of
the great opportunities of the future,
and-of how to make the decade of
the '6o's the peoPle's decade'
ffends which
The three priniipal
-the
defeat of the Nixaccomplished
on-G.O.P. ticket were the labor
movement, the Negro PeoPle and the
most advanced popular peace forces.

of our
The vanguard
"to doresponsibility
everything possible
Partv is
to weld these trends together in
ever Ereater unity and consciousness
not only on imin miiitant struggle,
-confronting
the inissues
mediate
coming Congress, but as keY Pillars
of thJ new Political realignment
aEainst the monoPolies. It must

bii.,e to life its

PersPective

anti-"monopoly coalition

by

of

an

b-asing

itself upon the most oppressed sections of the working class and popular masses, finding the waY to mili-

tandy and effectively fight for thcir
burning elementary needs. This,
and no other, is the road to the building and renewal of the Left and of
oui Party and press, to the establishment of its destined status and infu'
ence in this new epoch, to the true
achievement of its vanguard role in
life.
Our Party enters the post-election

oeriod with a consciousness of the
ieepening crisis of capitalism and
the intensification of the class struggle which will highlight the economic issues in the coming months.
It must become more and more identi6ed as the Party of peace and peaceful co-existence, of liberation of the
Negro people-doggedly resisting dl
pressures to underestimate the po,wLr of the workers and masses in thc
epoch of rising socialism and declining imperialism. It must openly
proclaim that while fighting for
unity to win all reforms which advance the interests of the masses, it
sees these as opening the waY to
final liberation in a socialist society.
More than ever must the everYday work and line of our Party be.ome th. property of the clubs, at
the point of production in the shopg
communities, farms, neighborhoods,
with free rein to club initiative and
creativeness. Only in this way can
our Party engage in true mass work
and build the press, and turn the inevitable sharp struggles of this period
into victories of labor and the people for peace, democracy and social
progress.

Africa in Retrolution
By Editorial Board, "The African Communisi,'*

FRICA in 196o is a continent in or Portuguesg unites the African peo.
arrevolution. With dizzy
speed ple, regardless of their language and
the era of direct domination -ovei their past, or of which Etriopean
the peoples and countries of this power colonized them. The new incontinent is coming to an end. In dependent States need to stand tG.
one territory after another the old gether to safeguard their new-won
orders are being dismantled and re- freedom and to help their African
placed by new governments com- brothers still under the colonial yoke.
posed of African leaders who, for There is a powerful urge
towards
the most part, enioy a wide measure co-operarion of African liberation

of

popular support. Even

in

some

areas where colonial rule and white
privilege geemed most strongly entrenched the old colonial administrations are being modified and adapted,
and hurried preparations made to

transfer formal political power to
African hands. The map bf Africa
is changing before our eyes and the
area of self-government extended to
cover the whole continent.
A mighty, conrinent-wide tide of
African liberation is surging from
north to south, from east to west.
The freedom struggles of individual
African countries cannot be contained within their "national" boundaries, drawn by the imperialists. A
common history of oppression going
back over centuries of foreign-rule,
whether French or Belgian, British

movements and union of the vouns
African republics. All-African'unit!
is an invaluable weapon against thl
forces of colonialism.

DANGEROUS ILUSIONS

But the very speed of the striking
transformation of Africa *n ,oI
does give rise to certain widespread
illusions which could be very dangerout. Some people seem to think ihat
the struggle for African freedom
has already been won, that it remains
only to complete the process with a
few "mopping up" operations, and

that th-e future progress by the peo-

ples of Africa to full equality with
the nations of the world will'bc an
easy process, unaccompanied by

storms, struggles and upheavali.

There is an illusion that impcrialism
has surrendered, that the colonialists
mean to give up without a struggle
their- vast sources of power and piJ6t
on this Continent.
Thcre is the illusion thar the win-

1 Tbe Alicar Comwilt is the organ of the
(illesal) Communist Party of Soutir Africa:
drc Dresent anicle is teken from ia volume I.
aumbet 3, dated Scpember, 1960. Thoec interatgd in subscribing to this magazine should
write to: Mr. Ellis Bowles, J2 Palirerston Road.
$9t Shcen, Londm, S.!7. 1), furgl^nd.-Thc
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of our times--capitalism versus socailism-and which of these oflers
Revolution-though a vital and im- African states the better chance to
portant one-is the end of the free- overcoming the crippling heritage of

ning of political independence, which
is only the 6rst phase of the African

dom road, and not only the first miles
along it, necessarily to be followed
by far-reaching economic and social
changes which will bring true em-

ancipation to Africa and end its
heritage of poverty, backwardness
and dependence.
Again, airy and ill-defined talk of
'"Africanism" gives rise to vague and
mystical notions that the problems
of our Continent are peculiarly and
exclusively African, unrelated to
those of other Continents and peo'
ples, that our way forward will be
unique and that the experiences of
other peoples and countries are witlrout meaning and value to us in
Africa.
Of course, there are certain notably
distinct features of the African Revolution, which we hope to deal with
in future articles in this magazine.
But, like the Asian states which embarked upon the road of indePendence after the second world war, and
like recently independent Cuba, the
ernergent African republics have
many problems common to all who
seek to win their rightful place
among the older and more develoPed
cpuntries. More: there are vital issues
which face every country and people
in the modern world. There is the

key question of world peace, in an
era where a new world war threatens the very survival of the whole of
humanity. There ir the erueial issue

imperialism. There are vital issues of
foreign policy facing every new

African state. These are some of the
challenges facing African leaderships
and statesmanship today.
WAR OR PEACET
world peace are as closely linked as
Siamese twins. Few Africans can be
blind to the fact that those imperialist forces which have held Africa in
bondage for centuries are those that
today engage in vast preparations for
war and are responsible for the state
of international tension in the world.
In 1956 Egypt, newly independent, asserted her sovereign right to
nationalize her major asset, the Suez
Canal. Britain and France, using
Israel as a catspaw, and with the
connivance of the United States,
launched a war against Egypt and
the world tottered on the brink of
nuclear war.

Trying to hold on to her last out-

of empire, France has for six
year fought a bloody and brutal war

post

against the Algerian people.

in a show

of

strength on the stage of world power

politics and in Africa, France exploded an atom bomb on African
soil, though the test blast was condemned by the United Nations and
the unanimsu$ voice of the African
people.

IN REVOLUTION

When Belgium rushed paratroopers into the Congo to try to wreck
the newly proclaimed Congo Repub-

lic the first powers to rush to her
aid were the United States (most
powerful imperialist power and
of the war bloc), and Welensky's Central African Federation
(one of the police forces of white
leader

supremacy on the continent).

African freedom and the battle for

Earlier this year,

AFRICA

The

military machines
by the western states for
the alleged reason of defense against
'lcommunism" can be and are remassive

prepared

peatedly used to suppress the revolts
of the African peoples against domination by European powers or white
settlers, or to threaten the independence of those countries which have
succeeded in gaining
self-government.

a measure of

As imperialism and

colonialism
and war are linked, so are the forces
of socialism and peace and freedom
tied together. The Socialist system
of planned economies does not need
to resort to munitions industries and

war to solve its economic crises, and
the Soviet Union has consistently
been at the head of those forces trying to outlaw war and keep the
peace. The Soviet Union took the
unilateral decision to reduce arms
and troops, to stop nuclear tests. She
put forward disarmament proposals
tb the Big Powers and pressed for
top level negotiations on disarmament.

The remarkable technical achievements of the Soviet Union, strikingly
demonstrated by the "sputniks" and

r3

"luniks" and other feats of

science

destroyed the myth of Western technical superiority upon which the

polioy of "cold" war was

based.

Logically the only akernative to rhe
"cold" war was a policy of peaceful
co-existence and the acceptance of
the Soviet proposals for stage-by-stage
total disarmament. The imperialist
powers, led by the United States,

ignored this logic and continrlcd

with the ruinous and dangerous
amassing of weapons. And as the
Summit Conference drew near and
the prospects for peace were brighter than for years past, the United
States

took last desperate steps

to

wreck the peace talks and sent mili-

t?ry planes on provocative spy
flights over Soviet territory.
Imperialist military

machines

ranged against the Socialist countries
are the same forces used to police
the African conrinent and put down

the freedom forces of the African
Revolution. So at one and the same
time the growing srrengrh of the Socialist world weakens the world force
of imperialism and helps the spurt
forward of the peoplei of Afiica.
Africa needs peace to enioy her newly-rvon independence and ihe cannot
stand aside from the battle for peace.
Conversely, a blow to the war plans
of the imperialist countries helpi immeasurably to loosen their grip on
their colonial possessions.
THE CONCEPT OF
..NEUTRALISM"

Such concepts as "neutralismr"

"positive neu[ality" and non-participation in powcr blocs are popular

at all-AIrican

conferences

and in

Asian countries. Thesc concepts
have a positive side. Thcy refict
a moving away of. the former colonies from the position of being imperialist dependencies or "spheres of
influence." Following this concept
the Afro-Asian "bloc" has played a
progressive role at the United Nations and many of its member countries have entered into closer relationships with the socialist countries
on the diplomatic, economic, cultural

and other levels.
At the same time "neutralism" has
harmful and negative aspects. It suggests the identification of the Soviet
Union, the People's Republic of.

China and other socialist countries
with the imperialists, all as "alien
powers seeking to dominate and exploit Africa and the African people."

It
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suggests

that African

countries,

anxious to safeguard their independence, must stand aside from not
only the countries of imperialism but
also those of the socialist world, that
both forces are ranged against the

African Revolution. Under cover of,
talk of "opposing foreign ideoloqies,"
imperialist agencies like the Moral
Rearmament Movement, and the In-

ternational Confederation of Free
Trade Unions smuggle poisonous
anti-Communist talk and po icies into the African nationalist and trade
union movements. These "neutrals"
are not neutral. They have invariably turned out to be committed to

the forces of imperialisrt trying to
hold on to their spheres of infuence
on the continent, though in new
shapes and forms.
Africa cannot be "neutral" towards
the imperialist powers which have
conquered and degraded its peoples

and are still striving
in
"open

various

warfare
ways, ranging from
to subtle economic infiltration, to
keep their stranglehold over the con-

tinent. Africans cannot regard these
powers in the same light as the socialist countries which have consistently upheld the rights of the colo-

peoples to selfdetermination,
and which have given generous economic assistance-without strings at-

nial

tached*to all African and Asian
states which have asked for it.
While "neutralism" has played,
and may still play for a short period,

an obiectively progressive and necessary part as a slogan of the transition period from colonialism, it must
in the future increasingly become a

reactionary slogan, under cover of
which an anti-socialist and pro-imperialist policy is peddled.
Progressive movements

in Africa

recognize the genuine feeling in
Africa for "po,sitive neutralismr" but
must guard against these who would
use this slogan to cause harmful
dissension and splits in the African
liberation front. The main thing
is to unite all African freedom forces
in the sharpest possible struggle
against imperialism and colonialism
in Africa and throughout the world.
The Bandung spirit of Afro-Asian

solidarity against impcrialism must
be carried to higher levels, and the
closest possible friendship built, based
on equality, between the countries
of Socialism and the free states and
the peoples of Africa.

NEW FOREIGN POLICIES FOR
AFRICA
Despitc the talk of "neurralism"
and "non-alignmentr" African states
even under conservative national
leaderships, have not failed in the
acid tests put before them. Moving
like one man, the states of free Africa have taken sides against every
act of imperialist aggression in Af-

rica, from the declaration of states
of emergency in Nyasaland and the
Rhodesias and South Africa to the
arrned Belgian intervention

in

the

Congo, from the French atomic
blast in the Sahara to the continuance
of the war in Algeria.
For the nature of the anti-imp€-

rialist fight is that all

liberation

in Africa have to make a firm
stand against the Western Powers.
forces

They cannot shelter behind formulae

of "neutralism." When Africans and
Arabs are beine shot down in Leopoldville and Algiers, and Congress
leaders being detained in Blaniyre,
Livingstone and Cape Town, African states and movements unite in
immediate support, moral and prac,
tical, of the victims of imperialism.
This is the great common interest
fight to break the grip of im-the
perialism on the continent-which

r5

cements together the foreign policies

of the states and liberation-move-

of our Continent.
This struggle against imperialism,
open or concealed, is the basis of thc
agreement reached at the All-Africa
conferences at Accra and Conakry,
at the conference of African states
held at Addis Ababa and the foundation stone of the foreign policies
of the new African statei. Signifiments

cantly the two most crucial issuis on
the agcnda of the Addis Ababa conference were the Algerian war and
the mounting campaign against the

Nationalist Government of South

Africa.
The Algerian war and the boycott
movement against South Africa are
the two touchstones by which international artitudes on African libera-

tion are judged these days. States
which stand aloof from zupport of

the FLN freedom forces in- Algeria
or condemnation of the South Afri.
can Nationalist Government are suspect in the eyes of Africa.
As the sffuggle against imperialism deepens in many parts of the
continent, more and more of the
newly emerged African states have
to produce a foreign policy that does
not merely react to sharp imperialist prods and attacks here and-there,
but which takes on a more consisteni

pattern. And a consistent policy of
opposition to all imperialist plans
and intrigues hastens

ih.

time when

African countries enjoying merely
formal self-governm.rrt'mIrt b.."k
the last connections with their impe-

fi
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nities which live in Africa, in AL
geria, Kenya, and Southern Rhoindependence.
TEe imperialist countries realize, desia and of course South Africa.
too, the great changes coming over For the countries of new Africa,
the continent have forced them to measures to assist the emancipation
retreat from the Position of naked of the people of South Africa and
domination th.y held in Africa. Central Africa and the victory of the
But they are not running awaY in Algerian people in their war are
blind panic. They are retreating to therefore more than acts of support
carefuly prepared positions. They and African brotherhood. They are
wish to'reiain the thousand invisible vital measures to ensure the safety
strings of dependence which tie Af- of Africa, and to remove a poison.
rica economically to Western Europe bed of reaction which could infect
and North America and, under cov- the whole continent, and a storm
er provided by nominallY indePen- center of counter-revolution.
dent African governments, to exer- SOCIALISM IS THE ROAD
cise innumerable subtle forms of
The winning of political indepencontinued control and exploitation.
dence
is therefore only the first phase
most
the
States,
The United
Powan essential and imporuse
to
tries
country,
imperialist
erful
-although
the anti-imperialist sentiments ot tant phase--o{ the African Revoluthe African people to replace west- tion. That revolution, if its gains
ern European influence in Africa are to be preserved and its benefits
with that bf th. infuence of United realized for the great mass of the
States monopoly caPitalists "tt4 people, cannot stop short at this
financiers. With its long Years of phase. It must continue, to wipe out
practice in treating the nominally all remnants of colonialism. It must
independent countries of South bring about large scale industrialiAmerica as its economic colonies, the zation. It must spread the African
United States sees itself as well revolution into the countryside to
equipped to change the new Africa transform the life of the African subi.rto'r" American dePendencY too' sistence farmer; it must move on to
While Africa is weak, while her the elimination of backwardness, ilcountries are backward economi- literacy, tribalism and feudalism.
African independence cannot surcally and militarilY, there is the
in the present age until and unvive
or
even
.onrtr.tt threat of disguised
less
its
economic basis rapidly catches
reand
oDen attempts to reconquer
up
with
that of the advanced indusfind
attempts
These
Africa.
.olonize
trial
countries
of the world.
main
their
exPression,
chief
their
Sooner or later emergent Africa
hooe and torrt.. of Potential
strength in the white settler commu- must see that the only way in which
rialist masters and strike out for real

she can carry out this gigantic task
of defeating backwardness and advancing into full freedom is through
Socialism: the planned development
of commonly-owned means of production.

The Soviet lJnion, the People's Republic of China, in widely differing
conditions and two difierent epochs

showed that only under socialist

planning can breath-taking economic

scientific and industrial advance
transform two of the poorest countries of the world into two of the
world's greatest powers.

It is this unprecedented

industrial
which
has made it possible not only to bring
new life to the Russian and Chinese
worker and farmer, but also for the
socialist countries to give invaluable
help to the underdeveloped countries
and fc,rmer colonies, Africa included.
Economic and technical aid from
t}le socialist countries differs funda-

and technical development

mentally from the "aid" offered by
imperialist countries to underdevel-

Asia. Socialist aid
on very ,generous termsthere are lonq periods of repayment
and low rates of interest-(terms

oped Africa and
15 .qrven

which capitalist business, concerned
primarily with the export of capital
at hiqh rates of profit, will not offer).
Even more important is the purpose
of aid from the socialist world and
the conditions under which it is
given. The imperialists offer aid in

t7

the shape of surplus consumer prod-

ucts and are anxious to keep the
in a state
of backwardness and dependency.
The socialist world is able and willing to help in the rapid industrialization of the former colonies to enable
them as quickly as possibl.e to stand
on their own feet and attain complete economic independence. The
imperialists make all sorts of political and military conditions for their
handouts to ensure that their "beneficiaries" will remain within the
western "sphere of interest." Socialist assistance is given without strings
or conditions. Thus not only countries heacled by militant people's leaders like S6kou Tour6, moving in the
direction of socialist planning and
democracy, but even those ruled by
feudal kings like Haile Selassie and
anti-Communists like President Nasser benefit from Soviet aid. Socialist
aid to underdeveloped countries
sprinqs from genuine concern in the
welfare and social advancement of
the peoples of the country concerned.
Thus the advance of socialism and
anti-imperialist forces all over the
world spurs forward and assists the
advance of the peoples of Africa to
freedom and independence. And the
African Revolution saps still further
the greatly weakened force of world
imperialism and opens the way to
full freedom for the peoples of this
continent and the world at large.
underdeveloped countries

SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM

Ihe Social SecuriU System in ll. S.
By Ralph lzard

Iu 196o our social security program marked its twenty-fifth year
since being signed into law by
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Nearly 14 million American
seniors are now receiving federal
checks each month under the old
age, survivors and disability program.

Anotler 6 million Americans outside the protection of this insurance
program benefit from assistance programs conducted joindy by federal
and state governments. Nearly 2.5
million Americans past 65 are paid
old age assistance each month; thesc
are seniors either unable to qualify
for OAS&DI payments, or whose
OAS&DI payments are less than
their states of residence pay in the
form of assistance.
Others assisted with federal-state
grants include nearly 3 million dependent children under 18, more
than roo,ooo unsighted persons, and
more than 35o,ooo of the permanendy and totally disabled who (a)
live in states without workmen's
€ompensation laws, or (b) whose
compensation is either inadequate
or has run out. In 1958 another
4@,ooo individuals qualified in their
states

of

residence

for

general

as-

'sistence.

So vast

ing

some

a social program, offer-

form of financial aid

to

about zo million Americans, rep
resents one of the enduring advances made by the people during
the New Deal years. But none of
the articles celebrating the program
mentioned the fact that the quarter
century of its consolidation hrppened to coincide with what some
economists have defined as "a
unique concatenation of economic
events." Indeed, most of the editorial celebration tended to present

the social security program

as

merely one more example of Republicaa devotion to the general welfare.
(Jnmentioned were the tremen.
dous struggles of the 'Thirties waged
by millions of the unemployed and
the aged for security-security on

the joh security against a penniless
old age, security against "fear itself." Yet these struggles, and the
wave of organization that gave them

direction were the basic forces that
brought social security into being.

For all these

reasons, social security

deserves closer inspection.

Next to old age, survivors and

disability insurance, perhaps the best
known aspect of the entire program

is unemployment

compensation,
it is oI[-

". . . 5.6 per cent of our total
work force-more than 3.7 million
Americans-were seeking work as
of November t959J'
noted,

Since these Democratic case makers were interested only in the last
eight GOP years, they could pass
over in silence the fact that in only
one of the last 25 years has full employment ever been even approached.
That year was rg44, when rz million

potential young job seekers were in
uniform and factories were roaring
z4 cost-plus hours a day.

Neither did they deem

it

neces-

U.S.
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administrations in the 50 states.
The remaining z.? percent may or
may not be collected by the states,

but it is supposed to provide their
funds for paymenr of unemployment
compensation. In 1959 only 6ve
states--Alaska, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and West Virginia---collected employment insurance taxes at the full 2.7 Wr cent of
payroll rate that is authorized. And
over the ten years r95o-59, only
Rhode Island continuously collected
such taxes at the full 2.7 rate.
The other 45 states levied their em-

sary, apparently, to recall the warn- ployment insurance taxes at rates
ing on unemployment as a perma- ranging from slightly more than z
nent problem voiced by relief admin- Dercent to less than r percent in 1959.
istrator Harry Hopkins 25 years ago, And such lowered rates mirror only
long before the conception of auto- part of the eagerness of stare legislamated processes became installed tures to extend favors to large cor-

realities. Long study

of the jobs

problem had convinced Hopkins that
under the present relations of production the permanent standing

army of the unemployed would

number somewhere around 8 million.

In the autumn of 196o the national
total was swelling towards
million.
Another 2.5 million po5
tential young job holders had only
military employment.
jobless

Employment insurance authorizes

a 3 percent payroll tax. But only
three-tenths of r percent of this is

"employment insurancer" as

invariable and collected by the fed-

cially known. This part of the program now faces an extremely stringent situation. In the first place, as
the 196o Democratic pladorm writcrs

tional percentage the federal government defrays the cost of employment

r8

IN

eral government. With this frac-

porations. Other devices known as
"efficiency ratings" or "merit ratings"
permit companies with stable employment records to escape completely from such taxation; such deceptive
employment stability was often
maintained with ease during the first
ten post-war years.

Since the employment insurance
tax is a payroll tax, like the employ-

ers' "matching and equal" tax for
old age, survivors and disability insurance, in reality it costs the employer nothing. Because it is not
assessed against the final money
product, but enters the costs of production, or of service, its burden
can be passed along to the 6nal consumer. Thus, when this tax is for-
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eligible for jobless payments. Others

given or reduced, it becomes so much

ently developing economic

plus profit.
That this is the true nature of all
payroll taxes was admitted in 1935
by James A. Emory, spokesman for

this presents a grim perspective for
the unemployed. It becomes even
grimmer on inspection of some of
the Department of Labor's "selected
unemployment financial data, calen-

the National Association of Manufacturers, when testifying on the
present social security program.

dar year r95g." This

crisis,

tabulation

to have had reserves
Speaking on the possible taxation of of $2.6 million as of Dec. 3r, r)J)t
workers for their own employment a black ink balance made possible
insurance, Emory said: ". . . Obvi- only through federal loans of more
ously then the worker would be than $B million.
taxed twice. He would be taxed
Reserves in Michigan and Pennby his own tax, and (taxed) the sec- sylvania were more nearly ample,
ond time in the price of the product but again only because these states
which carries forward the employers'

(payroll) tax.'
How close present employment
insurance taxation procedures have
brought the whole system to a crisis
is at least indicated in the Social Se-

shows Alaska

had also drawn federal loans. Michigan ended the year with a $zo5 mil-

lion balance; of this, $rr3 was a federal loan. Pennsylvania borrowed
more than $96 million to end 1959
with a $r8z million balance.
curity Bulletin for August, ry6o.
The agricultural and ranching
In this issue, certain of the more states and the District of Columbia
obvious shortcomings of the social have the highest reserves in ratio
security system are touched upon; to their "highest annual cost rate
employment insurance is discussed since r95o." This is easily underby R. Gordon Wagenet, formerly as- stood: the district has a fairly steady
sistant director of the bureau of em- level of service employment mainployment security.
tained by the wages of the biggest
Of state reserves for payment of federal bureaucracy in history. And
unemployment compensation, Wag- since farm labor is still ineligible for
enet says: "For the period t950-59, unemployment compensation, applionly 15 states had collected (tax) cations for jobless payment are small
contributions equal to or higher than in the ranching and agricultural
their unemployment benefit costsl states.
the other (35) states had used past
REALIfiES OF'
reserve accumulations and interest
payments on reserve funds to finance
their bene6ts."
Against a background of appar-

UNEMPLOYMET{T
INSURAI$CE

Only in Hawaii are farm

hands

excluded nationally,'Wagenet notes,
are ". . . domestic servants, state and
local government employees and em-

of non-profit institutions, as
well as those working for employers
with fewer than four employees." In
all, 13 million workers are still
barred from unemployment compensation. This figure does not include
workers in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, federally-ruled dependencies of the United States where
no unemployment compensation is
paid to anyone.
In high-priced Hawaii as well as
all other states, even those who are
covered for jobless payments receive
less than enough to maintain a family. California is alone in setting
a theoretical maximum of more than
$5o per week. Another five states
publish top rates of $+S or slighdv
more. In the other 44 and the District of Columbia the range is downward: ten states authorize top payments of $++-$+o; rz set maximums
of $:q-$35, 19 will pay $34-$3o at
most, and four say they will pay
ployees

$zg-$zs.

these are all "book rates."
Usually much less is paid. Pressure

But

from Washington, whence corne the
wages of state administrative staffs,
plus local and state pressures, plus
restrictive state regulations, all combine to force jobless payments down
to a bare subsistence minimum.
In April 196o, according to the
August Social Security Bulletin, rr

IN
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states averaged payments of less than

$zS per week. North Carolina

tailed all 50 states with average payments of $19.99 per week. Alabama,
Arkansas, Maine, South Canolina,
Tennessee and West Virginia all
held their payment rates down to
less than $23. Georgia, Mississippi
and Virginia paid a few cents more
than

that.

Texas payments averaged

$23.98 per week.
California, with a $55 book rate,
paid out only $39.32 on the average.
All these levels of payment enforce
malnutrition on jobless workers and
their families. And in a constantly
tightening latror market, with each
crisis leaving a larger pool of unemployed in its wake, even the highest
rate of jobless pay provides but a
slight extension of security. Desperation born of an inexorably approaching cut-off date early becomes
the specter that stalks the iobless
worker's heels.

THE ORIGINAL
LEGISLATION

When enacted

in

1935,

the social

security program offeied no help at
all to those millions already jobless.
That was the principal objection to
this section of the bill from those

who were fighting for a complete

jobless aid program. Another ob.
jection was to taxation of payrolls.

They contended, as NAM spokesman Emory had already admitted,
that payroll taxes would simply be

POUTICAL AFFAIRS
passed along by employers. The end
iesult would be that the iobless, the
retired and thosc still working would
carry the full burden of thcse PaY'
roll taxes in the form of higher

prices.

- Another

o$cction was to the two

svstems of financial reserves ordained
b'y the Administration bill for em'
ployment insurance and for old age
ind survivors insurance. Such re-

serves were

not only

unnecessary,
but would automatically generate
further infationary pressures, these

members contended.

When the final version of the A&
ministration bill was submitted to
the House in 1935 it was still unknown to the public at large, and so
without wide popular support. Tv/o
factors assured its passage: the first
rnlas

the magic of the Roosevelt name.

The second was an overwhelming
Dcmocratic majority in the Houseeven though that majority was largely
ignorant of what it was they were expccted to support. Although the soiial security bill as then submitted
lacked some of the bulk that successive amendmcnts have given the act,
it was even then as purposefully replete with fugitive meanings and as

murky of language as it is today.
Indee4 one member of the House
Wavs & Means Committee that had
*ni,rct.d rg days of hearings on the
Administration bill warned his fellow
members of the House that they
". . . should not ask too many embarrassing questions, because there is

committec that really understands
the bill."
For this reason, and despite the
huge House majority they commanded, Democratic leaders deemed

it

wisc that the House should pass
on the Administration social security
bill sitting as the Committee of thc
Wholc. This tactic apparendy had
four aims:
First, it assured easy passage of
the Administration bill by voice vote.
Second, it would prevent votes of
rccord on two other social security
bills with wide and informed popu-

lar support.
Third, it would foreclose

IN U.S.
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not one tnan on the (Ways & Means)

debate

on the comparative mcrit of all three
bills.

And finalln sitting as the Commitof the Whole, the House would
have before it only the Administration social security bill; any othcr
proposed legislation could only come
up as an amendment to the official
tee

measure.

THE TOWNSEND PLAN
One of the other two social sccurbeen laid before
the House embodied the Townscnd
Plan. This was the proposal made

ity bills that had

on behalf of stimulating consumer
l''urchasing Power by the late Dr.
Francis E. Townsend, of Long
Beach, Calif. The plan envisaged
payment of $zoo each mont} to evcq/
person aged 6o or morq with the

simple proviso that every cent of this

bc spent before the month

ended.

First broached in the form of a letter
from Dr. Townsend printed in the

Long Beach Press-Telegram,

and

widely reprinted, the doctor's proposal won almost immediate national backing from those aged and pen-

niless who were without hope of
ever again securing paid employment. They saw in the plan pen-

national organizations of the unemployed, and by 7o municipal councils.
Among these 7o were the councils of
such cities as St. Louis, Minneapolis,
Buffalo, Milwaukee and Youngstown. Petitions supporting it signed
by more than million Americans

r

had been submitted to the Seventy-

fourth Congress before social security became a voting issue.
and self-respect. Furthermore, they
Originally drafted by the Comwere convinced that $zoo per month munist Party, this social security
per pensioner was well within the measure came to be known as "the
wealth-producing potential of the Lundeen bill" because the legislacountry.
tive struggle for it was led by ErBut the Townsend Plan was basi- nest I. Lundeen, then a Minnesota
cally fawed by its financing meth- Farmer-Labor Party member of the
od, a proposed z percent "transac- House, and later of the Senate. The
tions tax" at every level of business first and most urgent intent of the
activity. Progressive House members Lundeen bill was to provide immepointed out that this transactions diate cash payments for the tcns of
tax was in reality a disguised sales millions then iobless-those millions
tax; inevitably it too would be passed for whom the Administration bill
sions sufficient to maintain life, health

along to the final consumer. Beyond
that, one member pointed out that
evcn if this tax could be successfully collected at every level, it would
yield only enough funds to pay each
person over 60 around $:o per
month, not $2oo.

TFIE LUNDEEN BILL

The

second

bill

blocked from

comparative debate was far broader

in

purpose, scope and coverage.

Based on an obviously sound financ-

ing plan,

it

was backed by literally

held out not even hope.

Such payments were to be the
equivalent of the union wage paid
in the trade of the unemployed worker in his or her locality. They were
to terminate only when fuil-time
paid employment had becn secured,
and to be diminished by wages collected for part-time work. Others
to be counted as eligible for such
payments were rhe disabled, those
aged 6o or more, and mothers dur-

ing the eight weeks preceding and
eight weeks following childbirth.
Senator Paul H. Dougla" (D., ilI.)

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

bill: "The main
driving force behind the Lundeen
bill was originally furnished by the
Communists. But many non-Communists came to support it because
said of the Lundeen

they believed

it

to be the most thor-

ough-going and adequate proposal
which had been put forward." (Social Security in the United States,
by Paul H. Douglas, N. Y., 1936
P. 76).
Financing plans for the Lundeen

bill were simple and sound. All
financing was to be on a pay-as-you-

go basis. No infationary reserves
were to be created. The Congress

was simply to appropriate "the sums

from the United States
Treasury. Aty resulting deficits
were to be made up through taxation of inheritances, gifts, salaries
and corporate profits of more than
necessary"

a year. Beyond this, the military budget was to be the source of
further funds as needed.
Such taxation has a sound legal
foundation in the XVIth Amendment, the income tax amendment.
As to the legality of the Lundeen
bill's "benefi15"-6e use the terminology of the present social security

'$5,ooo

bureaucracy, these were solidly based
,on the-general welfare clause of the
Constitution. When endorsing the

present Social Security

Act in

ry36,

SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM

The time sequence of social security legislation is politically enlightening. The Lundeen bill was
laid before the House on Feb. z,
rg34. Three days later an official
Democratic social security

bill

was

submitted to the Congress" This
first Administration draft was so
chaotically organized and confus-

ingly written as to be all but incoherent. However, its introduction
did have the practical efiect of forestalling congressional consideration
of any social security bill for one

into prices through various bookkeeping devices.
Thus, in Alabama, Alaska and
New Jersey workers pay four times
over for what social security they
now enjoy: First, in the direct employment insurance tax that they
must pay in those three states; second, in the social security (OAS&DI)
tax that is likewise deducted from
their wages; third, in the employers'
employment insurance payroll tax
that is slipped into prices, and fourth,
in the employers' "matching and

year.

equal" social securiry (OAS&DI)

Then on June 8, 1934, President
Roosevelt took to the radio to reassure those millions whose hoPes
lav in the Townsend PIan or the
Lundeen bill that he too Placed
". . . the security of the men, women and children of our nation first
. ." That some form of social security program would be forthcom-

payroll tax that is also paid by workers in higher final prices.
In the other 47 states workers

ing from the next session of the Con'
gress was now all but certain.

- Only the

details remained ur-

clear: what kind of a Program
would it be? Who would benefit
from itl FIow extensive would be
its benefitsl And most importantlY;
who would carry its financial b,urden?

In only three

states-Alabama;

Alaska, New fersey-are workers

the United States Supreme Court taxed for employment insurance. In
said of this clause: "The concept of all 5o states .employers pay employ'general welfare' is not ,static but ment insurance taxes on their PaY:
adapts itself to the crises and neces- rolls. It is widely and commonly
agreed that payroll tax€s are slipped
sities of the times."

carry the full burden of only the
last three taxes. So if both unemployment compensation and payments to the retired are now inadequate-and they are widely admitted
to be inadequate to the point of daily
desperation by recipients and non-,

alike-this is because:
Such low "benefits" are all that
working people can afford to, pay
themselves out of past ,and present
recipients

wages. Huge and growing hoards
of privately appropriated wealth that'
was socially-produced remain untouched for social security, or for any
other basic social purpose, for that
matter.

The present old age, survivors and
disability insurance tax rate of 3
percent against wages and payrolls
is to rise to 4.5 per cent by 1969.
This increase represents further con.
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gressional obedience to the behests
of the United States Chamber of

Commerce. After years of sneering
at social security as "merely another

federal undertaking after all," the
chamber solemnly endorsed the
OAS&DI system in 1956. And the
chamber urged:

"Periodic readjustment of the
equal taxes on employer and employee . . . to support benefit dis.
bursements on a current basis."
Search as one will, another such
Chamber endorsement of higher
taxes on employers is not to be
found. Again the key to this may be
found in a source of high standing:
among Chamber members. In his
column in the Neut Yorft Commercial and Financial Chronicle of Feb21, rg5o, Emerson P. Schmidt had
said: ". . . Payroll levies do not come
out of profits, but rather 6nd their
way into the wage-cost-price structure."

Fourteen years earlier Senator
Douglas devoted several paragraphs
to ,this fact of economic life under
the present relations of production
on p. 63 of his book. He was doubly
compelled to. such candor at that
time, both as a university professor
of economics and as a recorder of

the 1935 Flouse debate on social security. Members Lundeen and Vito
Marcantonio and other progressives
warned repeatedly that this would be
the case if the Administration social
security taxes were voted into ef-,
fect.

SOCTAL SECURITY SYSTEM
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In

summary, the present social
security program was originally devised and is now so operated that its
main burden is borne by those still
working. They pay their direct wage
deduction to old age, survivors and
disability insurance-plus carrying
the major burden of income taxes,

Once pre-eminent in nearly
all these columns, the United States
no longer has the world's lowest in-

world.

fant mortality rate; it now stands
only tenth best. In the death rate
of mothers in childbirth-the maternal mortality rate-we now stand
third best. And in life expectancy,
fifth best.
of course.
That this shortstopping medical
And indirectly they pay another 6
percent-the 3 percent payroll tax care program will improve or even
for employment insurance and the maintain the health of senior citi3 percent OAS&DI payroll tax- zents is doubtful. In the first place,
that employers pass on in the form it applies only to some 2.5 million
of high prices. And those retired "aged persons on the public assistare also made to continue their con- ance rolls." To most of the 14 miltributions by paying the higher prices lion seniors receiving old age, surthat include these passed-on payroll vivors and disability checks it will
mean nothing-except to those
taxes.
MEDICAL CARE
Some expansion in medical care
is the latest improvement in the so-

cid security program to be compelled
by popular pressure. This pressure
was born of constantly rising medical and hospitalization costs; the
1916o Democratic platform notes:
"While the over-all cost of living
has increased ro.6 percent since
rg5z, the cost of medicd care has
gone uP 30 per cent in the same pe" riod."
There are strong indications that
the limited medical care concessions
so far won will be far frorn adequate
to the scope of the medical care
crisis. This crisis is mirrored in the
vital statistics of the nations of the

whose OAS&DI checks are so small
that they must also apply for assistance.

Basically, this new medical aid
program is merely an amplification

of the "vendor payments for medical
care" program in which 40 states
have been participating jointly with
the federal government. Under this
vendor payments program, the fe&
eral government would contribute
$6, times the number of old age as-

sistance pensioners in the state, if
the state would match such pay-

ments. Originally such vendor payments were considered monies over
and above the level at which old age
assistance was paid.
But in recent years these vendor
payments have come to be included
in the dollar total of assistance paid.

Thus in Maesachusetts the total paid
to OAA pcnsioners in April 1916o is
given as an average of a few cents
more than $ro3 pcr month.
_ But of this $ro3 total, only about
f6o ever_passed iito tfri ORA pensioner's hands

in

cash

form. thi.

ment that he or she was permitted
Iess than $z per day for foil, shelter
and clothing. The other $43 went
'to the medical profession.
Such rates of cash payment as old
age assistance for the maintenance
of life and health practicaljy ensure
a steady supply of ailing elders to

the Massachusetts mediial

profes-

sion.

Little exact information is yet available on the medical assisrance plan.
Supmarizing national findings, the

Ncat Yorft Timcs wcekly revicw of
Sept. z5 headlined an article: "states

Confascd by Mcdical Corc Bill.'
Five days earlicr Governor Nelson
Rockefeller had expressed his oppo-

sition to the plan. The Times reported that the governor had two
objections to it:
His first was to the "means test"
that thc plan imposes as a pre-condition for recciving medical care
without charge. Such solicitude for
the dignity of age is commendable.
But according to the 1953 Hourc
probe of social security, the New
York ". . . public assistancc workcr
seeking to determine the need and
cligibility for public assistancc . . .
must obtain answers to a minimum
of zoo questions up to a maximum
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of. 46o questions."

The governor's exemplary solicitude is perhaps morc dircctly cxplained by the fact that the program
approved by the C,ongress bars prior
liens on the estates of the aged as dcferred payment for any medical care

received. New York already atprior liens to its grants
of old agc assistance.
In fact there are only ten states
that do not attach such prior liens.
And nadonally considered, such
prior liens constitute no small item:
between ry37 and ry53 they accounted for nearly $74 million that
was squeezed out of the tiny estatcs
of those who had been forced to
consent to thern in order to receive
old age assistance.
t1"h9t_ such

Another Rockefeller objection was

to the method to bc used to pay for
the medical care program. Tlrc-governor contended that ". . . the monev
required should be raiscd by increai
ing social security taxes. . . ." In thc
light of what has already been said
about social security taxei, Governor
Rockefeller's point of view is com-

pletely understandable.
Two federally<ontrollcd areas ap.
parendy will not benefit at all from
the amplified medical care program.
In neither Puerro Rico nol Guam
were old age assistance pensioners
allowed "vendor payments-for medical care" in the past, necessary as
such vendor paymens would Jeem
to have been. OAA pensioners in
Puerto Rico averaged $8.22 each in
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cash payments in April t*o;
Guamanian pensioners got exactly
three times as much.
In the same month Connecticut

was paying old age assistance at
an average rate of almost $rr7, the
highest in the nation. And of this
amount, nearly $92 was in cash to the

pensioner; the remainder went for
medical services.

New York ranked a

deceptive

second nationally in the average t<ltal of old age assistance paid-bet-

ter than $ro7. But medical care
a large share of this, so

claimed

that the state only ranked fourth
in cash payments to pensioners of a
bit more than $76.
trn old age assistance cash Payments, Colorado ranked second nationally, paying an average of almost
$8:. California third with slightly
more than $Br, and Louisiana fifth

with nearly $7o. Louisiana?s high
ranking in this respect is the more
surprising in that the state was under strong congressional attack in
rg53 because

it

imposed neither

means test, prior lien nor relative
responsibility clause on applicants
for old age assistance. Mere application and proof of attainment of
age 65 was held to be sufficient proof

of need.

Parenthetically, this generous policy was instituted by Huey Long.
Although fought continuously by

the big oil and chemical monoPolies, it converted OAA recipientsthere were nehrly rz5,ooo of them

Louisiana in April i96o-into
a solid part of the political base that
sustained the Long machine for so
many years.
By contrast, the lowest rate Paid
in any state in April 196o was in
neighboring Mississippi, where OAA
peniionerr averaged $29.77 each. And
this was the total paid, since Mississippi was another of the ten states
not participating in the "vendor
payments for medical care" Program. Beyond that, of the nearly
$3o that Mississippi so generously
made available to each pensioner,
$24 came from federal funds.
But there were 2r states in all
that rvere making cash payments for
old age assistance of more than $6o
in April 196o. Of such amounts,
the federal government will contribute the major share up to a total
of $65 per month, and most states
utilize sales taxes to make uP the

in

remainder.
These OAA cash payments may be
compared with more than r million

"old age benefit awards" made in
r95B under the old age, survivors
and disability insurance program.
As shown in Table z6 of the Social
Security Bulletin's latest annual statistical supplement, about one-third
of these awards-339,ooo-amounted

to less than $6o per month, and ro
percent of them were for $3o or less.
Such "benefit awards" are the p€r:
manent rate at which these indivi&
uals

ity

will

receive their social secur-

payments.

SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM

Of course none of these "benefits" or assistance payments provides
enough to eke out anything better
than a miserab,le existence. Not even
the top OAS&DI award of $ro8.5o
that went to more than r87,ooo individuals in 1958 will permit financial serenity.
Beyond this, all such rates may be
subject to reduction by the Congress.
The threat of such action was repeatedly raised by Senator Carl T.
Curtis during the social security investigation he conducted while still
a member of the House. Senator
Curtis said he was worried because
maintenance of even the present
rates of payment would ". . . unload
the program upon the general taxpayer." That is, upon those best
able to pay.
But C,ongressional cunning had
sought to forestall any necessity for
such unpopular action as far back
as rg3g. Before then, the base from
which pensions were to be figured
was simply each individual's total
lifetime earnings.
In 1939 the base figure was
changed to "the average monthly
wage" that an individual earned over
a working lifetime. This average
wage includes unpaid layoff time,
periods of unemployment and illness, also unpaid, as well as months
of work and wages. Total earnings spread over an entire working
lifetime could usually be relied on to
produce a deceptively low "average
monthly wage" as a base figure.
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How this would work out in a
in rg53 by Robert M. Ball, then acting director of
crisis was explained

the old age and survivors insurance
bureau:

The benefit rate for new awards
would probably continue at about the
same level for a . . . time, but then it
might drop somewhat. It would drop
for two reasons:
More people would have a period of
unemployment in their wage recold
and that would pull down the average
(monthly wage). If the recession lasted
long enough, I suppose . . . there might
be a decrease in wage levels, and . , .
then you would have a depressing effect on the average monthly wage by
averaging in the lower wages of recent
times with the higher wages of earlier
times.

But modern economic crisis enconsequences beyond those
{oreseen in ry39, or in 1953. To re-

tails

peat, each new crisis leaves behind
a larger backwash of the perma-

it

nently unemployed.
Before the crisis of ry57-58 had
taken its full toll of jobs, the total

of the old age, survivors and
disability insurance system were
more than $zz billion (as of April
1958). By April rg59 these assets

assets

had shrunk by more than $r billion.
And even after some measure of

recovery, even after the OAS&DI
tax rate had been raised from 2.5 to
3 percent of wages and payrolls,
'these social security assets were still
shrinking. They showed another de-

SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM
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cline of more than $r billion by
April 196o.
In the past, the "soundness" of the
whole social security program was
its assumed capacity to continue payments to those retired entirely out of
current collections of taxes from
those still at work. Apparendy
there are no longer enough workers employed to guarantee continuation of this system, and its reserves
a little less than $zo billion
-now continue
to be drained away.
-will
And what will happen as the number of those retired rises to 16 million, to rB million?
Ultimately American working people in their overwhelming majority
will move to compel the use of all
socially-produced wealth for social
purposes. Such purposes will include the real right to work and
wages, and the right to adequate
pensions. Pending achievement of
that level of development, however,
an interim program is needed for
improvement of the present social security program.
Such a program begins of necessity
with the question, "Where will we
get the money?" To answer it, and
to halt the fiscal recklessness of
present procedures, it is necessary to
revive and apply the sound financial
methods of the Lundeen bill. Use
of these methods will not only make
possible more nearly adequate social security payments, but will also
financially stabilize the entire social
security program.

reality

TAXATION PROPOSALS

American standard of living." Bene-

fits that such

r.

Abolish all payroll taxes as ineffective in method and inflationary

in effect.
z. Leuy employment

make possible

r.

insurance

of more than $ro,ooo

per

year.

3. Make the full 3 per cent employment insurance rate payable direcdy and invariably to the federal
treasury.

4. Maintain the employment in-

surance rate at 3 per cent only so
long as there are fewer than r million unemployed individuals.

5. Raise employment insurance
tax rates to 5 percent in every year
following any calendar year in which
more than r million were jobless.
6. Apply immediately the 4.5 percent social security tax on wages
now scheduled for r98); tax wages
up to $5oo per month at this rate.
Z. Apply the employers' "matching and equal" social security tax
rate of 4.5 percent against profits,
undistributed corporate surpluses,
declared dividends, money gifts, inheritances and salaries of more than
$rorooo a year.
8. Make up any annual social security deficits from the funds now
budgeted to armaments and the
military.
Such taxation will make possible
for the first time translation into

would
" progrrri
wouli
bE these:

PAYMENT PROPOSALS

taxes against profits, undistributed
corporate surpluses, declared dividends, money gifts, inheritances and
salaries

of the catchphrase, ,,the

Cover for employment insur-

ance the

t3 million

individuals

now barred from it.
z. Pay 8o percent

.t

of their trade
or
of
their
last wage,
-wages,
to each
of the unemployed for -so
Iong as they cannot find work at union wage rates in their community.
3. Pay 8o percent of their trade
union wages, or of their last wage,
and a minimum of $zoo per monih,
to those disabled. Begin such payments immediately upon certification of disability.
4. Reduce the time required to become d "fully-insured individual"
under the old age, survivors and
disabiliry insurance program to 20
calendar quarters, as in the taxunion

guaranteed congressional retirement
system.

5. Pay "foundation incomes" of

$zoo per month to all women who
reach 55, men 6o, without recorded
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earnings of at least $z5o per month
years of their working

in any five
lives.

6. Base all old age and survivors
insurance payments on a fat 8o percent of the average monthly wage
for those who can show earnings of
more than $z5o per month in any
selected 6o months, up to a ceiling
wage of $5oo per month.

7. Institute a national program
of insured medical, dental and hospital care, and control of drug prices.
8. Distribute edible surplus foods

in the amounts necessary to make up
of the value of each foun-

20 percent

dation income of $zoo per month.

Such

a taxation and

payments

program is a challenge to members
of the Congress. Because it lies en-

tirely within the realm of the possible, it challenges them to do at
least as much for the general welfare of their constituents as they
have already done for their own by
(a) repeatedly voting themselves increases in their tax-paid salaries, and
(b) by enacting for themselves
alone one of the most generous fetirement programs in the nation.

During _m9st ol Nouember, the Editu wos abroad, lectuing at uniuatd institutcs in Poland and the German Democtatic- Republic.
F9r this reosorr, his "Ideos In Oar Timeu does not appear in thii issac;
thot dePartfitcnt will resumc in thc lanuary number. "
crsitics

THE NEW RUMAMA

The New Rumania
By Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
Trre Tnrno CoNcnnss of the Rumanian Workers Party was held from
June zo to 25, iD Bucharest, capital
of the Rumanian People's Republic.
I was privileged to be one of nfty
fraternal delegations, representing

Communist and Workers parties
from as many countries, including
all socialist countries plus North
and South America, Asia, Europe,
Cuba, Iceland, and New Zealand.
Driving in from the airport, I was

with the extraordinary
beauty of the city, its wide avenues
impressed

with great

shade trees, sidewalks

bordered with roses in full bloom,
and grassy borders lined with wax
begonias and petunias. There are

it has made in a few years.
Buildings of bygone splendor are
now dedicated to the use of the people. A palace of royalty, occupying
acres of wooded land in the heart
of the city, secluded by a high wall,
is now a recreation camp for children. The building that was the
ress

dreaded Gestapo headquarters during the Nazi occupation, is now a
museum of the history of the Rumanian Workers Party. Quaint old
churches, examples of varied architectures, are preserved, some 3s rrtu:
seums) some as places of worshiP"for old people," they explain toler-

antly. Side by side with fine old

of the
last few years. The Congress was
held in a great new auditorium, attached to a one-time royal palace.
The people were not allowed to
walk on that side of the street in
building towers over the city and can bygone days. Around a wide square'
be seen at night for miles around. new large public buildings face the
This is the Party's printing plant, palace. The one directly opPosite
where its daily paper, "Scinteia," and- is the headquarters of the Central
all its books and magazines are pub- Committee of the Party.
Around the corner, facing the
lished on giant presses.
Welcoming the delegations were auditorium, are a group of modern
committees who escorted us to a sPa- apartment houses, white with colcious hotel, reserved for foreign ored balconies, and 6ve shoPs on
Party visitors, which was sur- the street level. This type of "fl.at$r'n
rounded by trees and fowers. The as they call them, aPpears everycharm of the city is not only its where. Some of the most attractive
physical biautyr but the social prog- are in the area where the railroad
houses, are modern buildings

parks, lakes, and fountainsl the
buildings are predominantly white,
and every one of them was decked
with colorful banners greeting the
Congress. A tall, well-proportioned
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were arrested by the army during
a general strike of railroad men and
oil workers, which Ghmrghiu-Dei
organized. It was not only a revolt
*gai.rst intolerable exploitation but
also an anti-fascist demonstration.
The "Dej" part of his name comes
from a city where he worked as a
young railroad worker. He personih.r fi. Party and the peopli-their
past struggles, their present efiorts,
iheir gloiious plans for the future
dilapidated slum areas, where a tree of their homeland.
There were rr58 delegates to the
was unknown, the streets dusty,
dirty, and unpaved and peopld lived Congress and as many more invited
in one-room huts with thatched roofs, Rumanian guests. The delegates
are now shaded streets, paved and were workers, engineers, and techniclean, with rows of beautiful apart- cians from industries; men and wom'
ments. The streets are sprinkled en from collective farms, some in nadaily, even with disinfectants. No tive costumes; men of science, art,
song or poem can exaggerate the literature, diplomats, army officeis,
charm of Bucharest and the love and party workers and decorated veterpride its people feel. It is a gem ans, sitting proudly in the front rows"
The majority of the delegates were
of a socialist city.
under fifty years of age. Only r48
THE PARTY CONGRESS
were over 50. Each delegate rePreTo fully appreciate this Congress, sented 75o Party members, who
one must know something of the number, with candidates, 834,6oo.
Rumanian revolutionary movement Rumania is a relatively small counin the past few decades. When try, with a population of about 18
Chivu Stoica, chairman of the Coury millions. It occupies 9r,738 square
cil of Ministers, introduced Ghe- miles. It has rich natural resources
orghe Gheorghiu-Dei, to deliver the in abundance--oil, coal, natural gas,
reoort of the Cenual Committee of metalliferous ores, salt reseives,
,li. Prrry, we saw before us not only marbler' great forests, water power
its first secretary, but the leading and fertile fields. All of these vast
Rumanian Communist for over a riches formerly belonged to the
quarter of a century. These two vig- royal family, foreign capitalists, and
orous smiling men were in Prison rich landowners. Under the old
togcther from 1933 to 1944. TheY regime it was a poor agrarian coun-

workers

saw many

in

other

cities-Ploesti, Constantza, OrasulStalin-and especially in towns arising around new factories. I was
puzzled on my first night in Bucharest to see a large group of men and
women working feverishly on a
building. When we passed the next
day it was completed, even to the
flowers planted along the sidewalk.
A sign proudly proclaimed: "In honor of the III Congress." In once poor
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The people were illiterate. The
industries were underdeveloped. The
forests were neglected and devastated. In agriculture the tools were

primitive and methods so backward,
the land deteriorated. Much rvas imported from abroad that could be
produced there, for example chemicals. Now 6oo substances are produced in Rumania and the socialized

chemical industry was eight times
as- great in ry59 as in 1938. Today

ry65. She finished simply: "Thanks
to the Party, today we are h"ppy
people."

PARTY HISTOR.Y

The socialist movement has a
lengthy background in Rumania.
The first socialist paper was pub.
lished in 1877. Some of the works
of Marx and Engels were published
in 1893, when the Social-Demo-

cratic Party of. Workers was
with Br per cent collectivization, founded. There were first of May

modern methods, schools, even new
crops such as rice and cotton-a new

world has opened up for the

peas-

ants.

A peasant woman spoke during
the discussion. She told how in the
past, beset with work, worries, and
debts, the women "swallowed their
tears" in bitterness. A few families
started their collective with one cow,

demonstrations in r89o, for th;
eight-hour day and universal suffrage. The Russian revolution of
r9o5 affected the Rumanian workers
and peasanm. A peasants' revolt
sp,reld throughout the country, in
rvhich rr,ooo were killed. 'fher"
were 6,0o0 rich landlords and 3oo,ooo peasanrs had. no land. Fifry
1'ears later, in ryS:., the peoplets

one sow, and fourteen chickens. Government issued medals to the surNow they have 929 families, with vivors. In the museum is a picture
2,ooo sheep, 45o cows and 2,ooo of about z5 o these sturdy old men.

fowls. "Today we are millionaires,"
she said, "with a fund of five million
lej." (A lei is about 17 cents.-EGF)
She told of their new houses, electricity, radios, TV's, new furniture,
gas cokers, bicycles, motorcycles, a
choir, a dramatic group, a brass
baod, movies, a kindergarten for
zoo children, a maternity house with
doctors and nurses available. She
said: "We have given up the methods_ of our grandpdrents,i' and spoke
with scientific precision of their plans
to increasc their productivity by

The r9r7 October Revolution in Russia also had profound repercussions
in Rumania.. Not far from where

the II Congress was held, in a small
rgoT oq JVIay 8, r9zr, the majoriry
-Conof the delegates to a Socialist
gress voted to form the Communist
Party of Rumania and to afrliate
with the Third International. Many
delegates were arrested and sentenced

to ten years-in prison. The

party

was outlawed and functioned undei.

ground Intil 1944. Also in rgzr
in a small house, "scinteia" was fust
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published. The Party led a precarious existence for ten years.
. In r93r, the Comrrxrnist Party of
kumania secretly held its Fifth Con-

gress. This was shortly before Hitler came to power in Germany. A
new prograin of a united front
against fascism was adopted. As a
result many legal organizations were
set up from r93r to rg37, such as an

Anti-War Committee, a National
Anti-Fascist Committee, etc. The
Party made a close alliance with the
peasant's organization, the Ploughmen's Front, and with the Hungarian minority in the country. At this
time Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej was
the Secretary of the Central Committee of railroad workers. Party
shop papers were distributed to railroad and textile workers, to the
peasants, the army, and a literary one

was called "The Blue Blouse." There
are samples of thirteen such papers

in the museum. On the wall of the
Gritiva railroad shops in Bucharest

is a plaque, commemorating those
who were shot down there on February 16, 1933, when the workers
occupied the yards and shops. A
young worker, Vasilia Roaita, blew
the siren to call all other workers
to the wards. He was killed instantly but it blew for twenty-four
hours. Ten thousand workers came
with food, smokes, etc., for the strikers. Seventeen other cities, where
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dei had also
visited, also struck. He was arrested
on February 4, rg33. But these

3l

heroic struggles delayed bringing
fascism to Rumania. There were
echoes of international solidarity
around the world.

A

remarkable feature

of

those

days was the close ties established
by the imprisoned Communist leaders and their comrades outside. In
the Vacaresti prison, in Bucharest,
where many were held in r9j3 and
1934, they

met regularly.

Under

the most terrible conditions in Doftana prison and in the large Nazi

concentration camp at Turji-Jui,
they maintained their inner organization and outside contacts. A great
oil painting on the wall of Doftana, now a museum, portrays a
meeting in the place of work, with
Gheorghiu-Dej after he was brought
there in 1937. In r94o an open fascist dictatorship was set up, under
General Antonescu. It lasted four
years. Terror reigned. All rights
were destroyed. People were tor:
tured and killed. In r94r, Rumania
joined Hitler Germany in the war
against the Soviet Union. Only the
Communist Party openly opposed
this action, and encouraged the workers to resistance of all sorts. The
Communist Party called for a Patriotic Anti-Fascist Front, which
was realized by 1943. Printing
presses were set up in peasants' huts.

An illegal radiq Free Rumania,

operated. Leaders gave directions
from the prisons. In r94r, Gheor-

ghiu-Dej wrote from Caronsobes
Prison, where he had been trans-
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ferred after an earthquake partially
destroyed Doftana: "I-am convinced
that the day is not far when this
monstrous force will be destroyed
'
definitely and forever."
In five months the Rumanian
army lost 3oo,ooo men, the majority
in the defeat at Stalingrad. Feelings
of wrath and revolt ran high in the
country. The partisan movement
grew strong, and many were killed.
Gheorghiu-Dej wrote from his prison cell: "In homage to our dead
comrades we must fight all the harder." By ,g43 a government crisis
developed. Only the Communist
Party, which had new forces and
growing support, had a program to
show the way out of the desperate
situation. This program was drawn
up by Gheorghiu-Dej to unite
workers, peasants and the army, to
realize an armed insurrection against

It had three main
purposes-to destroy the militaryfascist dictatorship and form a government of national unity of all
anti-Hitler forces; to take Rumania
out of the criminal war against the
Soviet Union; and to unite the Rumanian army with the Soviet army,
to defeat the fascist army. Within
a year all this was accomplished.
The prisons and concentration
fascist control.

camps became revolutionary centers.

The police records, later exposed,
said: "It was a whole people fighting
for liberation.l' On August 4, 1944,

Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, following

a party plan, cscaped.from the

con-

centration camp and arrived safely
in Bucharest. The Soviet army en:
tered Rumania on August rg, from
the Ukrainian front. The days of the
fascists were now numbered. In

lune ry44 the highest military cadres
generals and officers had met
with the leaders of the Communist
Party. A military commitee to liberate the country was set up. Units of
workers and partisans were given
arms by the army. On May r a joint
appeal was issued by the SocialDemocratic Party and the Communist Party. On August 23, rg44
the army and workers patriotic units
arrested General Antonescu and all
his government officials. They occupied all important centers and
disarmed the Hitler forces. On
August 30, Gheorghe GheorghiuDei appeared publicly and addressed
an enormous popular mass meeting.
The people's revolution had begun.
The Soviet and Rumanian armies
fought side by side through ry44

of

and ry45, helping to liberate Czecho-

slovakia, Hungary and Austria. In
September, rg44 the 6rst legal number of "Scinteia" appeared. The first
trade union Congress was held in
lanuary, 1945. In March, 1945, the
first democratic Rumanian govern-

ment was set up, with Dr. Oeter
Groza as president. Gheorghiu-Dej
was minister of railroads and he
started to reconstruct the system destroyed by warfare. Fascist laws
were abolishe4 agrarian reforms
were institute4 war criminals wcre

punishcd. In October, ry45 the
Communist Party held a conference, in which the great perspectives
of the future were oudined by
Gheorghiu-Dej, Secretary of the Party since ry44. He spoke of electrification, the development of the iron
and steel industry, of agriculture, of

the liquidation of illiteracy, but especially how to change from a war
€conomy to a peace economy. In

1946, the first democratic elections
were held to elect a parliament,
called the Grand National Assembly. All political parties participated
and there was universal suffrage.
A bloc of all democratic parties was

formed; its symbol was the sun. The
reactionary Manui was snowed under, reeciving only 156,ooo votes to
4,766,63o

for the bloc. Gheorghiu.

Dej became Minister of the Economic Department of the new government and introduced many reforms,

including nationalization of
banks and currency reforms to
inflation.

the
end.

The economic rehabilitation of
the country as well as the removal
.of all reactionaries from the government, helped to complete the demo'cratic revolution. The king abdicated in December, 1947, and the
Rumanian People's Republic was
proclaimed. In February 1948, the
Communist Party united with the
Left elements which predominated
in the Social-Democratic Party, to
form the Rumanian Workers Party
.on tlre basis of Marxist-Leninist prin-
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ciples. In March a ilew iotistitution
was adopted. Dr. P. Parhon, now
85 years old and one of the founders of the Social-Dernocratic Party
in 1893, was elected the first president of the Republic, followed by
Dr. Groza until his death in 1958.
Thus ended the tyrannical role of the
Hohenzollerns that began with Carol I in 1866. Now began the period
of peaceful socialist construction.
What has been accomplished in the
short period of twelve years seems
truly miraculous. By the summer
of ry48, the banks, factories, mines,
and railroads were nationalized. By
r95o, g2,5 per cent of all means of
production and distribution were nationalized.
PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY

The political structure is democratic far beyond our concepts of
democracy. Elections are held every
four years for the Grand National
Assembly. There are 437 deputies,
366 men and 7r women, 324 are
workers and peasants and rr3 are
intellectuals. People's Councils are
the local governing bodies. They
are elected every two years. There
are r7,ooo deputies frorn national
minorities, and there are ro2r344
men and 34,074 women. Workers
and peasants are ror,5ro; intellectuals

are t6349 and government workers
(local) are 18,559.
An autonomous Hungarian region was set up in 1952, where the
language in schools and government
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is Hungarian and they control all
their local affairs. Rumania took

her seat in the United Nations in
1955. The 6rst Congress of the
Rumanian Workers Paity was held
in 1938; the second in r95j. And now

the building
socialism began.
Their first five-year plan.spanned
r95.-r-.to 1955. It emphasized the
building
.of heavy industry and the
socialization of agriculture. In 1955
were added to these two necessife-s
intense concentration on raising the

standard

prices.

of living Trd lowering
A. ten-year plan
presented

!l Ghmrshiy-Dei in 19-go for elecuification was largely fulfilled by 1955.

tsy

1955 over

rwo million families

were in the socialist sector of agriculture, roo new ind.ustrial pla*nts
had- been installed an!, zqg

reorgar-

izcd and modernized.. fhe repo.rt
o[ fhgorqhiu-Dej took practi&fly
dl of the first ession. we were pro-the
vidcd. with earphones and all
speeches were translated as they

in

geous throne room, where

*"

-had

delegate-Nikita Khrushchev-in

a

palace throne roomt

TO THE
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the gor-

lcfreshments. Imagine the irony of
history. I met another frateinal

third *rn'*,
years srnce

here we were assemble-d-at the

t-" !96o, only
'of twelve

palace side and recessed

@NGRESS

-The report at the tfiird congress
gf the Rumanian workers' plty,
by Gheorghe Gheorghiu_Dej, theii
fiirt se.retlry, deart ;i,h ;.'magnificent progriss made in this sociiist
.ourrtry si-nce their last congrcss, the
plans ior the completion Ir *.iaism and the perspeitive for b"ildirrg
communism.^ It'was a collective re]
port in the fullest sense, infused with
ihe creative powers of a people freed
from exploitation, deliverid with
passionati eloquence by a great leadir of this people. Tiuo'y.rr,
thc party tg"" pr.frration of "go
tie

Drafi Directiues fL, ih. ry6o45
eo.-longnomic plan for a fifteerJyea,
range piog.am. This was based Jn
the"develo"pmeng possibiliries and re-

were quirementi of irreir national

econ-

made, into our own language. En- &"y. Gheorghiu-Dei said of this
thusiasm, optimism, a love- of their pr.ii-irrrry iork: "in addition to
beautiful countryr now really th-eirs ih. st"t. irlanning committee and
at last, pervaded all sessions. The the ministries, the" regional, districi
colgrcss was an examplc of their and town p"riy .omriittees and the
willingness to work and genius for peoples'
more than 2orooo
"o.rrr.ik,
organization. It started at 8:3o and ipciialists,
engineers, scientists and
continucd.. to r:3o, recessed until fiont rank wo-rkers in industry and
+.and adiourned at 8 p.m.. Evcry agriculture took part in thJ pre,
delcgate and visitor- weic in their plratory work cariied on undcr'the
scats in the vast hall whcn the for- direct guidance of the parry and
eign rrisitors__lvcre escortcd to the state leidership.',
prcsidiurn we came in from the when the t>aft Drectives were

completed and adopted by the Par-

ty's central committee, they

were

then submitted to the people, for approval. This method of wide democratic discussion is customary in all
the socialist countries where, in the

words of the report: "The working
people are the sole masters of the
country's wealth and they are working for their own well-being." It is
unheard of and would be impossible
in a capitalist country, where the
national economy is controlled by
a small owning class, for the pri-

farms

in
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a many-sided way and con-

solidate them

to

considerably in

crease vegetable and animal output,
in order to obtain a plentiful amount

of

agricultural and food products,

in the shortest possible time.
3. To extend the mechanization

and automation of production, retool
existing enterprises and supplv new
enterprises with equipment at the
frighest level of the latest technicd
,achievements, to introduce on a(n

ever larger scale modern
logical

techno-

processes.

peo-

4. To continue the improvement
of the territorial distribution of productive forces, raising the economic

ple attended the enlarged meetings
of Party committees-in industrial

potential of less developed regions,
districts and towns.

vate profit and workers have no
say about its afiairs.

In Rumania, nearly 4r85o,ooo

establishments, factories, shops, mills
and mines, in transport, on state and
collective farms,
scientific and
educational institutions and citizens
meetings
towns and villages.
More than 65rooo proposals were

in

in

made. Over 3rr5oo referred to industry, r5,ooo to agriculture and
over 8,ooo dealt with sociocultural
proposals. A large number were
incorporated in the draft and all
others were to be studied further.
Gheorghiu-Dej submitted the Six-

Year Economic Plan, which comprised the following basic tasks:
r. To continue the country's industrialization at a steady rate, giving priority to heavy industry and
its pivot, the machine-building industry.

z.

of

To conclude the collectivization

agriculture, develop collective

5. To raise the living standards
and cultural level of the working
people by a growth in real wages and
cash incomes, the constant improvement of housing conditions, the development of education and culture,
as well as health protection and so-

cial

measures,

the increased

con-

sumption of food stufls and industrial products so that for the main
products they should approach the
per capita consumption in the eco'
nomically advanced countries.
Gheorghiu-Dei then listed the out-

put targets of the principal industrial
products

for

proximately

in

1965, which'will b. ,tr
2.r times higher than

1959. The delegates listened ig
absorbed attention making notes
of kilowatts, tons, cubic meters, hecto

liters and other units of measurcrrient, of percentages and amounts.
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Th.y were intimately concerned,
both as producers and consumers.

waste, improve qualiry.. The multisuch subjects projected by
a political report in a socialist country sounded strange indeed to a veteran of the class struggle in a capitalist country, accustomed to the
constant clash of interest between

I plicity of

will list the items he spoke of, to
illustrate the variety of products
in this rich little country*electric
power, coal, gas, coke, iron ore, oil,
steel, aluminum, tractors, trucks,
buses, diesel engines, freight cars,
machine tools, drilling rigs, electric
motors, excavators, soda ash, fertilizers, synthetic rubber, plastics, tires,
paper, cement, fiber boards, furniture,

radio and television sets, bicycles,
refrigerators, fabrics, knitwear, footwear, meat, milk and dairy products,
edible oil and sugar. The rate of in.
ciease of production will be 13 percent annually as against ro percent
previously.

Gheorghiu-Dej cited many factors

workers and owners of industry, in
which none o{ the above subjects
would be of favorable interest to
the workers.

ANOTHER WORLD

I felt as if I had gone

through

one of the huge mirrors of the palace

into another world! Imagine workers speaking,with pride of their fac-.
tory's prestige and that "our trade
mark must be a good name for the
highest quality." One spoke of how
to 1'hasten the rhythm of industry'l
and another said, "Work is like a

which will , guarantee success in
these plans, first and foremost the
enthusiasm of the working people song." Another said, "We must stem
which was amply demonstrated by the tumultous waters of the river
the discussion of the assembled dele-

gates. Added to this, are the favorable natural conditions, which
furnish a variegated raw material

basis. The economic

cooperation

betweep the,socialist countries, with
an. international division of labor and
the expansion of trade with other
countries, also ,contribute to a rapid
indps.trialization. .Due to extensive
geolqgleatr,gesearc.h,

new reserves of

bauxiter iron ore, oil and natural
gAs, are increasingly available. The
defegates discussed how rto increase

labor productivity, improve.

tech+
extehd ,automation, save. o{r

niques,
materials, decrease,,,.costs;'.,elirninate

by completing our power stations."
An indignant worker demanded,
"Why are not the blueprints on
timell' From the,plant named for
Ennst Thaelmann, the German
Communist leader, murdered by the
Nazis in prison, was a report on the
increased production of their electric
starting tractors which "are as fine
as any in the world!" A delegate
from Pitesti, once a most backward
area, told of how "the oil wells rise

proudly there today!" They produce
25 per cent of the crude oil of the
country. A peasant told of how one
million, holes were dug by volunteer labor to plant sapling fruit

trees.

A

collective farmer told of

their patient unhurried work

to

convince the remaining few individ-

ual peasant families to join, inviting
them to visit and see for themselves

the superiority of machinery

on

farms.

There were many references to
automation, which causes tragic consequences such as mass unemployment in capitalist countries, but is a
blessing in a socialist country. "It
reduced our labor day and we have
more leisure," said a textile worker
from a mill in ]assy, where Bo per
cent employed are women. These
women made r95 proposals on how
to increase production. A school was
set up to train the less skilled "to
become masters of the machines."

There are now forty engineers
among the women. By 1965 Rumania will have completely mechanized all heavy and arduous opera-

tions in mining, timbering, building and transport. Automation will
prevail in steel and iron produc.
tion, in thermo and hydro power
stations, in oil refining, cement and
building materials production, and
in the chemical, food and textile industries. Gheorghiu-Dej reported on
an enterprise which has been set uP
called "Automatica," specializing in
research work, in designing autornated equipment and installations,
in assembling the latter and in train-

ing personnel.

4t

specialists spoke here as workers.
The managerial abilities of workers,
which one delegate remarked "are
scorned and doubted by the bourgeoisie" fower under socialism.
Likewise they discussed the finances
of industry, agriculture, communities and the state, with equal ability.
In a capitalist country millions flow
into the cofiers of the few, while
i! a socialist society the profits fow
into the public funds. Therefore,
everything that can increase productivity and decrease costs, redounds
to the improvement of life for all the
people. Increasing "profits" here
results in a growth of the State Budget revenue. Wages for workers and
income for peasants are thereby inn
creased, which in turn means a higher
purchasing power and an increase in
consumption of food stuffs and consumer goods.

In addition to real wages, the out:
put of state funds for housing, public
health, education, rest and recrea!
tion also increases the standard of
better living of the people. Gheor.

ghiu-Dej outlined the

actual

amounts of public funds that are to
be allotted in all of these fields and
the increase to be made in facilities.
By ry65, if not before, these plans,
including complete electrification,

will be a reality. A

large percent-

of the state funds are administered by the local people's councils
and the trade unions. The latter
age

Workers discussed figures and supervise wages, working conditions,
technical details like professional hirusing, pensions, social insurance,
statisticians and engineers, while medical care and health resorts for
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workers. Many of these are on the

shores

of the Black

Sea

or in

the

Carpathian mountains. where onlv

manufacture the technological equip-Czechistoment

and

machines.

vakia is working on rhe problem
Joyalf . and the rich formerly ..i- of industrial proc"essing of lye waste
ioyed the beauties and benefits of to obtain sodium salts, manufacturnature. Now thousands of families
equipment for this purpose and
go there annually. Former gam- ing
for power generation. -Rumania is
bling casinor are horr.s of cuTture carrying out the industrial
construc.
today.
tion. , So these age-old marshlands
of the Danube will finally yield
SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL
to
-benefit.
the control of man, for his
COOPERATION
. Throughout this historic congress
Economic aid and cooperation there
were expressions of iustifiable
between the socialist countriis is an pride bu-t no boasting. All'spoke
in
important factor in their industrial terms of "\l,rg"-pgygr "I." In fact
progress. For the new large Galatz the word "I" did not appear once in
Iron and Steel Center the Soviet Gheorghiu-Dej' report. - No mauer
Union is assisting Rumania with how exciting or inspiring a delegate,s
designs and technical blueprints, wo1ds, th.y invariably ended in,
consultation in planning the- com- "There are still serious shortcombine.,- Soviet rp.iirlirtr io help as- ingst" or "We have not done
semble the equipment, personnel enoughl" They are well aware that
from corresponding Soviet enter- everything is far from complete or
qrises for technical training in pro- perfect in Rumania.
ducdon, and in geological research
_ But their prosress should be judged
work to develop new iron ore dc- by where they were fifteen years
posits, planning of mining enter- ago. Devastated by war, with primipriseg etc. An interesting example tive agriculture and backward inof international division of laboi is dustry, and a poverty-stricken illiterin the construction of a cellulose ate population, they have accomplant in Rumania to process the plished miracles, and they are not
huge supply of reeds growing in the at their pinnacle. They will surpass
Danube delta. It is being built capitalism in a few short years, in
joindy by four countries. The Po- every phase of life. They closed
lish People's Republic is responsible their congress singing "The Internafor the technical problems of pro- tional." Never have I heard the
duction such as the transportation of words "'We haue bcen nought-ute
goods required by the plant and the shall be all!" sung with such m€xrconstruction of port facilities. The ing and fervor as in beautiful social.
G'.rman Democratic Rcpublic will ist Rumania.

0n the Expulsion of Bittelman
By National

Seoetariat, CPUSA

I
The views of Alexander Bittelman
have been under discussion since he
made them public in a series ot rz ar'
ticles in the Daily Worfter in October ry57. FIe presented them again

in Political Affairs (April 1958), and

articles analyzing and contesting his
position were published in the same
magazine (December ry57, Iail:ary
r9g8, and March 1958). His theory

of thc "Welfare State" road to

soc-

idism was under frequent discussion
in the Draft Program Committee, of
which he was a member. His views
were rejected by this committee "as
a basic departure from Marxism'
I,cninism and as an expression of
modern revisionism in the United
States." Thc Committee statement
sctting forth the grounds for this
iudgment was published in Politicol
Affairs, Dccembcr 1958.
In thc spring of ry59, Bittelman
informcd thc Party lcadcrship that he
had written a book, and agreed to
submit the manuscript for rcview.
Howcver, hc procecded insrcad, in
August r9g, to announce in the
non-Party prcss that hc rcught financial aid to publish a book in which
he would prcsent vicws which had
becn condemned by the Communist
Party as anti-Marxist. At the same
time, he continued to advocate his
theories at meetings in various
citics, organiz*d by rcvisionists and

liquidationists, who had left the Party
and were attacking it. At those meetings, moreover, fgnds were solicited

for the publication of his

book.
Nevertheless, the National Executive invited Bittelman to discuss the
matter, and requested that he submit

the manuscript of thc book to it.
meeting was held with him at

A

which he stated that no matter what

the National Executive Committee
mrght think about his book, he intended to publish it in any case.
However, he reluctandy submitted
the manuscript for examination. On
the basis of a rtport by a subcommittee assigned to read it, thc NEC
on October l.4, rg1g in a letter signd
by Eugene Dennis, then Nationd
Sccretary, informed Bittclman:

"It

is our unanimous position that

in a number of basic aspects the
thesis of the book conflicts with
fundamental Marxist thcoretical principlqs and with American realities

Further,

it

is in certain important

resp€cts couched as

a platform

of

struggle against the principles and
policies of the Party.
"Should you procced in any case
to publish it on your own, as you
have indicated intentions of doing,
you should be fully aware from our
August discussion with you what the
consequences of such an act would
bc."

In his reply (Octobcr 18, r9r59)
Bittclman denied the right of thc

{t
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ON THE EXPULSION OF BITTELMAN

NEC to pass judgment on his book a letter to the National Guwdian
and declared his intention to publish
it, whatever the consequences. The

book appeared

in

September

1916o,

multigraphed. By this action Bittelman has brazenly violated the Party
principles of democratic centralism

and taken the path of anti-Party
struggle, together with the revisionists who left the Party previously,

and has thereby forfeited his right

to membership. The National

Sec-

retariat therefore recommends his
immediate expulsion from the Communist Party.*

Bittelman has been a Party member and leader of long standing, and
in such a case expulsion is a particularly serious action. However,
during the past few years, while

actively engaged

in

pursuing the
course described above, he has completely withdrawn from all consrructive Party activity. More, in an
unprincipled manner, while continuing to present himself as a Party
member, he has associated himself
with anti-Party revisionist elements
in attacking the Party. In addition,
he took it upon himself to advocare
publicly a position on the presidential election in opposition to thar of
the Party, expressed for example, in

-Til

Nor*b"" 74, l96|.h" w..t.h.r,", lil
of the Comuoist Party, of which Bittelman
had been a member, wtod unanimously in
lccordance with the recomendation of the National Secrerriat to cxpel him from the PamThe club reported thaf he had neither atteodid
meetings nor paid dues for the preceding two
yeam., and had refused

meettnS.

to attend that panicular

calling for outright endorsement and
support to Kennedy.
Persistent conduct of such a character could not be condoned in the
case of any Party member; much
less can it be tolerated in a Party
leader of many years' standing. By
his insistent defiance of Party dis.

4\

Like any other Party member,
Bittelman has the right to express
his views, either orally or in writ-

gram for a new "united Socialist
Party" to take the place of the

a new progressive stage of capitalism,
in between monopoly capitalism and
socialism. This is to be the "Welfare
State"-which he defines as "a system
of reforms which extends American
democracy to a higher form, an antimonopoly form of democracyr" and
which will constitute "an historic
stage of social progress . . . of considerable duration" within the present system of capitalisrlr and the
bourgeois state system-in short, "a
new stage of capitalism." In time,
after a long time, this will "grow
over" into socialism.
According to him, the "Welfare
State" has become the indispensable
cendition for per(rranent peaceful

Communist Party.

coexistence,

A mem-

His own brand of revisionism follows the traditional lines of "Ameri-

and for a democratic and peaceful
way to socialism. In his view, a
new U.S. capitalism is also to refor'm
the world, bringing its benefits to

cipline and his continued advocacy
of a line in direct confict with the
Party's Marxist-Leninist theoretical
principles, he has closed the door on
any other alternative and has compelled the National Secretariat, in
the best interests of the Party, to
ask his expulsion.

ting. But such views must be in
accord with Party principles.

ber of the Parry cannot use

his

membership to advocate views in
direct opposition to the very principles of the organization which he
joined to uphold. Diflerences and
criticism on tactical questions are
entirely permissi,ble-indeed, indispensable. But no one can write books
directed against the Party and retain

his membership.
As Lenin wrote: "Everyone is free
to write and say whatever he likes
without restrictions. But every free
union (including a party) is also
free to expel members who use the
Party's platform to advocate antiParty views
The Party is a
voluntary union which would be

bound to break up, first ideologically

and then materially if it did not
purge itself of people advocating
anti-Party views." (Party Organization and Party Literature, Moscow,
p. 24.)

II:

BITITELMAN,S REVISIOMSM

In his book, Bittelman

goes much

further along the anti-Marxist road
than in his previously published
articles. Here he attempts to provide a textbook for the revisionists
who left the Party together with
Gates, and also a liquidationist pro-

can exceptionalism" as

developed

earlier by Lovestone and Browder,
according to which the Marxist laws
do not apply to the United States.
In Bittelman's view, the "national
peculiarities" of the United States
now assume prime and decisive importance. According to him, these
peculiarities have become so decisive
and overwhelming as to make pos-

sible the modification of the basic

economic laws of capitalism to the
extent of producing a new and higher
stage of capitalism in the United
States.

Revising the Leninist view, con-

all recent history, that
monopoly and imperialism constitute
the last or highest stage of capitaliSm,
Bittelman sces a uniquely American,
firmed by

for capitalist prosperity,

Asia, Africa and Latin America.
In the competition of the two world
systems, the refurbished capitalism
of the United States will make such
social progress as "only the first
phases of socialism could hope to
attain in other capitalist countries."
Even now, before the new capitalist

idyll

arises, the United States, according to Bittelman, is so fully and
inevitably embarked on the road to

the "Welfare State" that it stands
"in front, not in the rear of mankind's procession to a higher social
form of living."
Such are the fantasies, spun out of
a complete distortion of MarxistLcninist principleq that the new pro-

phet wants the Communist Party to
sPonsor.

His Utopia is not only a caricature

of the Marxist-Leninist theory of
social development and the socialist
revolution. It is a complete distortion
of the perspective of democratic antimonopoly struggles and coalition for
the present period, as developed by
the Communist Party. With his idyll
of the "'Welfare Stater" he confuses
hopelessly the strategic objective for
the present period of struggle-the

curbing and undermining of the
in the fight for
democracy and peace. His dreams
are of the kind that would cripple
labor and all anti-monopoly forces
in the major struggles against the
anti-labor, anti-democratic, cold-war
monopoly camp. Without such a
struggle it is impossible to gather
the forces for peace and social

power of monopoly

progress.

His theories, if not decisively repudiated, would do grievous damage
to the principles and oudook of the
C-ommunist Party for the present
and future. Bittelman distorts at the
core the strategic orientation of the
iAmerien rbad
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to

soqialism. He

makes it appear that the anti-monopoly coalition, working toward the
obiective of a people's government
directed against monopoly, must lead

to a new stage of capitalist society.
In reality, it can only lead to a
ocw stage of the struggle, in which
a new relation of forces can open
the way to aa advance to socialism.
..* ..* *

With this

basic distortion

of

the

Marxist perspective, it is not surprising that Bittelman should discover
in the trade-union movement everyt}ing necessary for his "Welfare

State" road to socialism. It is of
course true that new approaches

have to be developed by Communists
and progressives to the labor and
other mass movements under the

new conditions of today. But uhat
Bittelman ProPoses is the complete
liquidation of the independcnt role
of the Communist and progressiue
lorces in the trade-union mouement.
He would have the Communist Party

relinquish entirely its working class
responsibilities and role to the tra&

union leadership.
In his view, the present trade-union
movement possesses all the requirements for leading the working class
and the nation along t}re path of
progress, indeed to socialism itself.
It is true that the labor movement
has grown greatly in recent decades
and has a leading role to play. But,
according to Bittelman, the labor
movement already represents "a
major shift in class relations in the
United States," with revolutionary
implications. According to him, it
is "destined to bring forth a leading

Partyl" in truth, hc
is already playing "an exuaordinary role in the advance of

mass Socialist
says,

it

the toilirig masses to a socialist consciousness and socialism." And this,

morcover, in a labor moYemetrt
whose top officialdom ardently sup
ports the capitalist system and oftea
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outdoes the capitalists themselves in
enmity toward the socialist countries.

itsclf , and ol the rolc ol Communists,
in
labor pro'gressiues and the

that socialist consciousness does not
arise $pontaneously but must be
actively aroused in the working class
by its party, he assures us that even
now "the American workers are
socialist-minded in a special Ameri-

leaders) is here completely set aside
in favor o{ surrender to the notorious
policy of class collaboration.
Bittelman often engages in outright distortion of the position of the

cao way." Due to this unique Amer-

example, that the only alternative to

klt

In short, while paying lip-service the trade unions. The united front
to the Marxist-Leninist proposition (chiefly from below and also with

ican trait, the class-collaborationi,st
policies now prevalent in the labor
leadership play only a superficial
role, and need bother no one, even
if the policy of class partnership with
monopoly sustains the cold war. The

philosophy and line of action developed by labor leaders like Reuther
are sufficient, according to Bittelman,
enable the workers to realize
"their fondest dreams of having the

to

benefits of socialism without doing
away with capitalism." Such a paean
of praise to the American capitalist

is

Communist Party. He'claims, for

his line is to call on the working
to engage directly in socialist
revoludon, and thus seeks to make
it appear that the Communist position amounts to doing exactly that.
He likewise slanders the Party by
class

it appear that it holds nothing can be done to win Negro
rights and democracy in the South

making

short of a socialist revolution.

In this

and other respects, Bittelman places
the issues and "alternatives" facing
the Party in a manner which, considering the political atmosphere in

-of arty classlet alone of a

the country, can be characterized
only as provocation.
Considering himself on the side
of the angcls, he thinks that any

working conditions, which increasingly reveal a far different situation.
In reality, his concept is nothing
more than the old theory of spontaneity, common to revisionism, according to which obiective condilead to protions will automatically'without
-the
gress and socialism,
active leadership of a working-class
vanguard party. This k liquidation
not only of the. role of thc Com-

other course than his own fantasy of
the "Welfare State" amounts to dis-

system

unworthy

consciousness person,

Communist. It is, of course, in confict with the realities of American

munist Pcrty, but

oJ

thc class struggle

ruption of peacefi'l coexistence and
taking the road of civil war. Thus, he
says, "failure or refusal to fight for
the establishment of a'Welfare Statc'
would, in fact, amount to failure or
refusal to fight for a peaceful and
constitutional transition to socialism
in the United States." This is nothing but plain political blackmail,
since.it is.well,known that the Com-
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munist Party advocates a democratic,
peaceful and constitutional road to

cepts or ideas in themselves constilute "an historic stage" of society?

oPPo'rtunism

This is absurd. Marx taught that
"it is not the consciousness of men
that determines their being but on

and revisionism where Bittelman has
Pitched his tent'

mines their consciousness." That

socialism. But its road is by means
of class struggle to socialistn-and

not into the camp of

*

*

i

the contrary their social being deter-

means that Marxists, if theY are not
to be idle dreamers, must base their

policies
Bittelman engages in

the

a revision of

philosophical foundations of

Marxism-Leninism. This is apparent
in his departure from the materialist
interpretation of history. It is implicit
in his entire thesis of new "stages"
of society, including the "discovery"

of the "Welfare State."
Thus, he must admit that the
term "Welfare State" is unscientific
from the Marxist point of view, but
he tries to iustify not only the use
of the term but also the content he
imparts to it by references to subiective phenomena. FIe seeks its validity not basically in actual historical
experience, as Marxist materialism
teaches, but in current popular concepts, even if, as he admits, they may
be illusory. He refers constantly to
"what people belieue is a Welfare
Stater" to its hold on "the minds of
the masses," to its alleged resemblance to the "American dreamr" etc.
(Etnphasis added.)

Certainly, such concepts, if pop
ularly held, need to be taken into
'account in carrying on proPaganda
for the line of the Party and in worki.g out tactical approaches and
mcthods. But how can,PoPular con'

on reality, not on illusory

beliefs which people may hold.

Experience teaches us that the socalled "Welfare State" is not a stage
in history. It is a misnomer for certain aspects of state-monopoly cap

italism, as

it

actually exists

in

all

leading capitalist countries-and not
in the imagination of Bittelman or

anyone else. State-monopoly caPitaiism is the subordination of the
state apparatus of the monopolies in
order to assure maximum profits and
to consolidate and prolong the domination of the financial oligarchY
over the economic and political life
of the country. It is neither a "higher
stage" or capitalist democracy, nor
a "growing over" of capitalism into
socialism. In the words of the new
Soviet textbook, Foundations of
Marxism-Leninism (World Marrist
Rcuieur, December, 1959)

:

To the reformist and revisionist prG
gram of a state monopoly capitalism

.evolving" into socialism thc MarxistLeninist oarties counterpose a clearcut progiam of decisive strugglc

against

the

capitalist monopolies,

of

monopolist aristocracy.

thcir domination, for thc
"g"i.rrt of the dictatorship of a
overthrow
handful

Bittelman

sees state

monopoly cap

italism only as a tendency among
other trends within highly developed
capitalism, and not as the main trend
of development during the past four
decades, brought on by the general
crisis of capitalism.

The welfare aspects of the modern
monopoly state-unemployment insurance, old-age pensions and other
reforms-are a direct product of the
constant struggle of labor and other
anti-monopotry forces for concessions
concessions which
monopoly also attemps to use (so far,

from monopoly,
successfully)

to

preserve

the

social

system and its power over the state.
Bittelman separates out of this

complex and interrelated process
only the element of welfare and
other social legislation won by pop
ular pressure, covering up the main
feature-monopoly domination of
the state. From this he comes uP
with a completely distorted view
of the state as it functions in reality,
fashioning from this abstracted, onesided picture a thoroughly schematic

and doctrinaire theory of the Welfare State as a new stage of society.

There is method to this madness
method and approach of metaphysics and idealism. The metaphysical method comes out starkly in his
mishandling and distortion of wellknown Marxist-Leninist principles,
when he singles out one element in
a quotation from Marx or Lenin and
turns it into a new and predominant
principle. T'hus, he starts from
Marx's observation that basic econ-

*the
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omic laws may be modified by circumstances and ends uP bY making
the modification into the central
principle itself. He does the sams
with Lenin's observation that national pecularities are important although secondary. He makes these
pecu,liarities fundamental and decisive, and relegates the basic laws
of Marxism-Leninism,to a secondary
role in American social development'
The same can be seen in his
treatment of the role of subjective
and objective factors in history, confusing the objective factory with
spontaneity, and shoving aside the
role of the class struggle and of the
Marxist-Leninist party in the making
of history. It is this, among other
things, that leads him to transform
Lenin's theory of the growing over
of the democratic revolution into the
socialist revolution, into the Bittelman theory of the "gro\ring over"
of one social system into anotherof capitalism into socialism. Bittelman thus finds himself, despite his
constant references to Marx and
Lenin, in the company of the opportunists and revisionists whq each
in his own way, argue for the proposition that capitalism can be reformed into socialism by the mere
working out of objective factors
operating automatically.
This is the same bankrupt theory
as that of the opportunists in Britain
and other countries who, for half
a century, have preached about capitalism "growing over" into socialism.
But no socialism has ever come of
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ig cven when its advocates were at
the head of government, as was the
Labor Party in Britain. On the con-

uary, they weakened the influence
of labor and helped the Tories repeatedly to return to power.

***

Using the same method Bittelman

sets himself

the task of revising

the dialectical materialist approach
to morality and ethics. It should be
well lcnown to students of Marxism

ON THE EXPUSION OF BITTELMAN

nist morality-is interrelated with

and serves t}e advance toward the
humanist goal.

It

serves the struggle

toward achievement of higher levels

of

ethics and morality through the

victory of socialism. Hence, when a
violation of the socialist norms of
morality and democracy does occur,
as was the case with Stalin in his
later years, it occurs as an aberration, and it is therefore possible to
overcome the damage and restore

that humanism--concern for the both Party and socialist democracy
fullest developmcnt of the welfare at higher levels than before.
of all mankind-was always a cenBittelman, however, "discovers" a
tral element in Marxist thought. contradiction between the concept of
Scientific socialism with its socialistic
humanism-this was the all-embrac-

ing answer to the problem of

ad-

vance toward the humanist goal as
it was posed already in the develop-

ilirg capitalism of the early rgth
century. And today, socialism as it

established and growing in the
countries of the socialist wodd is in
fact enabling mankind to attain ever
new and higher levels of human relations and morality.
However, progress toward humanism occurs not in a vacuum but in
the course of actual social development through the class struggle. Here
the question of morality enters the
picture not as an abstract concept
but in relation to the actions of the
working class in pursuing its interests and in the building of socialism.
For morality is not an absuact matter.
There is either working-class morality or bourgeois morality.

is

Working+lass morality-Commu-

humanism on the one hand and the
class character of morality on the
other. And having "found" this con-

tradiction, he seeks to give priority
to humanism as an absolute, abstracted from its relation to society and

This, in turn, enables
him to "discover" other contradic-

class struggle.

tions-between political expediency
and Communist morality, between
the Communists Party and the working class, between the Party and the

socialist state.
In each case the conduct

Party

is judged against

of

the

some ab-

stract, non-class yardstick of morality.
Thus, all these so-called contradic-

tions of political power in the world,
in all countries, without differentiation as to class content, social purpose or historical progress. This in
turn leads Bittelman to cast grave
doubts upon the morality of the Communist Parties of the socialist world,
warning that the exercise of concen-

5r

trated political power could "begin
to change the content of that leadership-its social and political content . . . in a direction away from
socialism and toward something that
only God knows what but certainly
nothing of a socially progressive
nature." Failing to mention the basic

The book makes it clear that until
now Bittelman had bcen hiding his
real views on the Communist Party,
views which coincide completely with
the liquidationist position of the
Gates revisionists. Now Bittelman
expresses his vicw that Communists
have a role to play only as "one of

and drastic steps taken by the leadership of the Soviet Communist Party
to revitalize and extend the healthy

many other socidists factors, currents
and tendenciesr" as a component "in
whatever socialist movement or party

ocracy, Bittelman leaves the impression that nothing has been changed

analyzing in any way the nature of
other socialist tendencies or groupings, he revives the slogan so dear
to the Gates revisionists*a "United
Socialist Party," which he hastens to
asure us will not be Marxist-Leninist,

norms of Party and socialist dem-

and that this is a real and present
danger. In this, he takes a position
akin to that of both the Yugoslav
revisionists and the Trotskyites.
Continuing his pursuit of the
"absolute" (he even invokes "the
moral imperatives of the Ten Commandments") Bittelman develops a
view which amounts to the rejection of the materialist base of morality in any given society, its class
roots, and the role of transition from
capitalism to socialism which gives
real foundations to the broad ethical
and moral progress of man in our
times. In efiect, he has transferred the
entire consideration of morality frorn
its Marxist base on to the non-class,
non-historic and aloof plane where
the defenders of bourgeois morality
like to keep it. It was from this plane
that the revisionists of the Gates
type launched their attack upon the
Soviet Union-always in the name
of the "greater" humanity and in the
lofty moral tone so beloved of ]ohn
Fo$ter Dulles.

will

eventually emerge." Without

and

in

which progressive trade
will play the

unionists, like Reuther,

leading and determining role. This,
then, "is the American wa]r" as blue-

printed by Bittelman.
The Communist Party, Bittelman
now says, "has very little meaning
for the life and suuggles of the
American people" for "for the cause
of socialism in America." It's only
hope, he says, is to accept the "Welfare Stater" otherwise it is certain

to degenerate "into a hopeless sect
that nobody needs, nobody wants

and nobody cares for." He, in efiect,
calls upon the younger generation,
together with some from the "older"
set, to build a new "united party of
socialism"-thus far merely a figment
of Bittelman's imagination.
Thus, Bittelman has made the full
turn to revisionism, revealing himself as one with Gates and other

deserters

Book Revieuus
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from the Party who

have

taken the anti-Marxist and anti-Party
path. Bittelman refects the influence

of the imperialists, who have been
seeking to undermine and destroy

the Communist Party. Overwhelmed
by the power of U.S. monopoly cap
ital, he exhibits a lack of faith in the
working class and in the achievement of socialism in our country.

meeting successfully the new tasks
and problems of our time. Bittelman's fantastic contortions by which
he transforms state monopoly capitalism into a "Welfare Siate" and
makes a mockery of the anti-monopoly coalition have been an obstacle
to the efiective development of the
Party's perspective. His factional,

disruptive, anti-Party activities, inin the expulsion statement
As is customary with revisionism, above, his bourgeois individualism,
Bittelman labels all opponents of his his crass violations of discipline, in
views as "doctrinairesr" "dogmatistsr"
defiance of the most elementary conand "sectarians." Going to the extent ditions of membership, his advocacy
of slandering the Party and many o{ a program which can only harm
unnamed Communists, Bittelman the struggle against monopoly and
does his best, as he did throughout
imperialism and the fight for peace,
the inner Party discussion, to make democracy and socialism-al[ this
it appear that the only alternative to means that he has departed from
his untenable un-Marxist position is Marxism-Leninism and Party prin"Left" sectarianism.
ciples and makes him unfit for memThe recent Party crisis was pre- bership in the Communist Party.
cipitated by the revisionist friends of Therefore, the expulsion of BittelBittelman who took unprincipled ad- man as a revisionist and factionalist,
vantage of a number of mistakes of and the exposure of the real nature
a Leftist character during the pre- of his views, should lead to the
vious period to create a revisionist further clarification of the Party
panic in the Party, which they hoped policies and program.
would lead to its utter dispersal and
The time is past when established
disappearance. But they failed. The Farty policy and principals can be
healthy working-class core of the d,e6ed with impunity, making a
membership saved the Party, and shambles of democratic centralism
thereby preserved the base for mov- and harming the unity of the Party.
ing torward. Shaking off Bittelman Our Party can make progress only
and the remnants of revisionist ideas on the basis of solid unity ,mong ail
within its ranks can only strengthen Communists around the policies elathe vigor and unity of the Party, borated by the leadership along the
which knows also how to guard line established at the rTih Natlonal
itself against blacklisting into dog- Convention. And we have every conmatic positions that prevent it from fidence that it will do so.

,t*n

dicated

MR. ROSTOW'S STRANGE WORI.D
By Hyman Lumer
For a long time, it was custornary for
American bourgeois economists to ignore Karl Marx altogether, or at most

"It

socialist world guided by Marxist theory, and of the rapid growth of its influence elsewhere, they are compelled
to give it more serious attention.
In general they do so, of course, only
to "iefute" Marx; indeed, in these
circles rejection of his ideas is commonly considered a criterion of normal

at the same

talist societies, as having in common
the absence of modern science and its
application. Hence they are marked
by a "ceiling on productivity of their
eionomic techniques," and are capable

of only very limited growth. Within
such societies the "preconditions for
take-ofi" developed, first in W'estern
Europe and especially in Britain, in
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, "as the insights of

time,

apologetics for capitalism increasingly
aie piesented explicitly as alternatives
to Marxism. The most recent example
is W. W. Rostow's book, The Stages

ol

Economic Growth, modestly subNon-Communist Manifesto

titled I

modern science began to be translatod
into new production functions . . . in
a setting given dynamism by the lateral
expansion of world markets and the international competition for them."
The "take-off" is the period in which

(Cambridge University Press, ry6o;

cloth $5.oo, paper $r.45).
In this volume, Rostow undertakes
to deal with that period in history in

rrhich, as he describes

it,

"regular

"old blocks and

growth came to be a built-in feature of
iach society," and in doing so he presents his theory as "an alternative to
Karl Marx's theory of modern history."

resistances

to

steady

growth are finally overcomer" and in
which there takes place a rapid rise

in investment and expansion of industrial production. This, in turn, leads
into the "drive to maturity," which

As a system intended to do no less than
"to supplant Marxism" in this field,
his work has been widely hailed in economic circles in this country and in

Britain. Let

societies,

present economic dimensions,
as lying within one of five categories:
the traditional society, the precondi
tions for take-ofi, the take-off, the drive
to maturity, and the age of high massconsumption,"
Under the heading of "traditional society," he lumps together all pre-capi-

to dismiss him in a sentence or two
as a crackpot. Today, however, in tlte
face of the existence of a flourishing

intelligence. But

is possible to identify all

in their

Rostow describes as a long interval of
sustained progress and rising per capita
output. It culminates in the mature

us see, therefore, what he

society, capable

has to ofier.

of

sustained economic

growth as a built-in feature by virtue

THE "STAGE$OF-GROWTH"
Rostow's basic idea is stated at the
very outset in the following sentence:

of its

modern productive techniques.

And this, finally, passes into the "age
of high mass-consumption," iff whish
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real per capita income has risen to such
a point that production shifts largely

to consumer

durable goods, notibly

the automobile, while a growing shari

of the national resources-is dev6ted to
welfare and security.

Thc United

Srares, says Rostow, has
not_only entered this stage, but is al-

ready beginning to go beyond

rcst

of the

it.

The

caiptalist world, however,

is only now entering it, and the social-

ist countries are srill farther

behind.
What are the new stages of which this

country is on the thresholdl This de-

pends on how our society chooses to

use

its

accumulation

of

wealth,

he
states, and he expresses fear that "secu-

lar spiritual stagnation will arise" and

that mankind mav sink into sheer bore-

dom as existence bocomes increasingly

MR. ROSTOW'S STRANGE WORLD

gpitalism Rostow achieves by confining himself to the developmcnt of the

forces- of. prod_uction and divorcing
this from the development of the ri
lations of production and of the social
superstructure, which he ascribes pri-

marily to "nonrconomic" factors. -Bv
means of this cleavage, he obliterates
a central feature of social development,
namely, that the advance of productive

techniques necessitates changes in the
economic system and social structure,
Ieading to the emergence of new formi

ot

socrety.

Recognition of a basic distinction be-

tween ca?italism and earlier stages of
society does not originate with Rostow. Marx and Engels, in the Commanist Manilesto, expressed it in these
words:

day society.

It

is, we ihink, a'shoddy

substitute.

A ONESIDED PICTURE

.[n constructing his super6cial
scheme, Rostow simply divides social

development into two partsr pre-capitalist and capitalist. The appearance
of capitalism opcns the doors to a
highly accelerated process of growth
and thus leads to an age of economic
plenty and to the realization-within
the capitalist framework--<f all the
fondest aspirations of man. Acconding
to him, American caiptalism is aboui
to enter-this golden age and hence represents the most advanced society on tlie
facc of the earth.

This picture of a glorified,

eternal

The bourgeoisie cannot exist without con-

stantly rcvolutionizing the instruments of oroduction, and thereby thc relations of production, and with them the whole relations of
socicty. Conservadon of the old modes of
production in unaltered forms was, on thc
conuary, the fust condition of existencc for

all earlier industrial classcs. Constant revolutionizing of production, unintcrrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting
uncertainty and agitation distinguish th;

bourgeois epoch

measure advance solelY

in

consumption." And its

pre-eminence

terms of

automobiles and gadgets of "high mass-

this lespect is actually due to. certain historiial peculiarities which have
produced a relitively high standard of
iiving in this country, but on which

in

spacJ does not permit us to elaborate

here. But as a system of Production
the American economy, no less than
those of the other capitalist countries,
is becomins more and more outmoded,

easier.

Such, in brief, is the alternative which
Rostow of[ers to Marx's theory of historical materialism and on which he
seeks to base his analysis of present-

less existence of capitalism. Further,
the lumping togetheiof all pre-capitalist
societieJ tendr to obscure the fact that
capitalism itself was preceded by npt
oni br.rt a series of stages in social development.
The American economy can be considered the most advanced only if we

from all prcvious

6nes.

Marxism thus sees this distinctive
feature of capitalism, arising from the
growth of commodity production and
competition for the market, as producing a speeding up of. social change, not
an end to it. And it sees the socializcd
prodactiot, to which this revolutioniz.
ing process gives birth in place of indjv-rdu{ production as necessitating so
cialized _ounership, that is, the rep:laccment of capitalism by socialism.- Rostow's theory serves to-exclude this and
so to provide an apologetic for the end-

more and

"-or.

obstacle

to further

evident in the mountThis is "t
ing"rrnett ployment to which automaDrosress.

tion and other technological advances
qive rise, in the repeated economic
ilo*pr, in the chronic farm crisis,. in
the persistent poverty of a large section
of the people, and in other respectsto all oi which the steady advance of
the socialist economies oflers an ever
sharper contrast.

NON.ECONOMIC FACTORS
Rostow reiects the materialist concep
tion of history outright.

Like so many would-be critics of
Marx before him, he vulgarizes Marx's
theorv. reducing it to a crude economic
deter-inirm aid attributing to Marx

Of
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course, Marx never held any such

views. To be sure, he regarded thc
material conditions of existence as the
source of conscious motivation, of idcas.

"It is not the consciousness of men
that determines their being," he wrote,

"but, on the contrary, their social

ing that

determines

their

be-

conscious-

ness." That is to say, the ideas that
men hold must have a material source;
otherwise they can. only be regarded
as inexplicable accidents. And that
source, says Marx, is the mode of production of the given society, which

is the basic determinant of

relations

men. But having arisen, ideas
play an active role in aflecting human
between

existence.

What Rostow has in mind, however,

is something quite difierent from this.
Though he speaks of "interaction" of
economic, political and social factors,
in practice he proceeds to explain,.economic development in terms of "motivesr" "attitudesr" "valuesl'-in short,
of human consciousness and ideas.
Thus, the "preconditions for take-

ofi" require the emergence and coming
to autliority of a "new elite" whose
membets have psychological attitudes,
ethical values and political motives favorable to change. Later on, speaking
of the "take-ofi" itself, he writes: "IJn-

der some human motivation or othert

a group must come to perceivc it to be
boih possible and good to undcrtake
acts of capital investment. . . ." And so
on, throughout the book. In a word,
if certain economic processes are set in

the notion that everY human action
is risidlv dictated bv economic interests ind'motives. And with this straw

motion at particular times, this is to be
explained by the appearance of grouPs
of-individuals imbued with the neces.
sary attitudes and motives. But their

man he proceeds to do battle.

appearance

is not in turtr to be

ex-
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plained by the material conditions of
the society in which it takes place;

it is presumably
dated by psychologists.
rather,

to

be iluci-

Rostow therefore confuses completely

the conscious motivarion of individuals or groups with the underlying
sources of that motivation. He tries
to do exactly what Marx warns against
judge a social transformation "by

-to
its own consciousness." In doing

so,

he offers explanations which in reality
explain nothing. Indeed, one is re-

minded

of

those biologists who once
solemnly "explained" the migrations of
birds by saying that they possess a "migratory instinct." Such an "answer"
is simply a pretentious rvay of saying
that one does not (or cannot) know the

real answer.

However, this subjective approach
is not without point, for it enables Rostow to deny that the rising capitalist
class is driven by a need to extract the

to endow
it instead with the loftiest of motives.
More, it enables hirn to escape the unpleasant idea that a given stage of sogreatest possible profits and

cial development must of necessity give
way to another specific stage-for ex-

ample, capitalism to socialism.
Thus Rostow seeks to escape a fatal-

istic determinism of his own creation,
by injecting an element of free will
into sociai development and by picturing its course as indeterminate and

subiect to "patterns of choice," And
thus does he negate a scientific approach to the study of social development, which car be based only on the
material conditions of social existence
and not on inexplicable "choices" at
every turn.
Regardless

of what

conscious mo-
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tives capitalists may have, or profess
to have, the hard fact is that any'secure
capitalist who does not strive to
the highest possible profits from his

will soon cease to be a capitalist*at least, outside of Rostow's imagination. And this is not a marter of
motives; it is the hard core of necesventure

sity which governs the material existof capitalists, growing out of the

ence

very nature of capitalist production.
Nor is the character of the social system an arbitrary matter of choice from
among various alternatives. On the
contrary, it must conform to the character of the productive forces, and
where it does not it must be transformed sooner or later to that system

which does conform. True, the pro-

cess of change involves the clash of
conflicting opinions or of antagonistic

class interests, but it is not these subiective factors which determine its basic

direction.

A

STRANGE WORLD

The world which Rostow delineates
is one which has little in common with
the real world. It is a world devoid

of exploitation and the class struggle,

of

monopolies, imperialism and colo-

nial

oppression.

Even at the outset,

in dealing with

the "preparations for take-off" stage,
he defines the prerequisites for the

growth of capital investment as "a radical shift in the society's eflective attitude" toward science, innovation and

industrial development, and omits completely from his picture the underlying

realities

ot primitive

This is the

accumulation.
process, graphically de-

scribed by Marx (Capital, Vol. I, Part
VIII), by which the initial accumula-
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tion of capital took place-a process of

Big Four, the Big Six, or in some

robbery, looting, expropriation, enslavement and other crimes. Rostow reduces

the leader."

it to "attitudes" and thrift.
At times he parts company with

reality altogether. The development of
monopolies he brushes aside in passing
as something that never happened. But

more than that, he even denies that
industrial concentration has been a feature of capitalism for some time past.
He says: "Flere we would merely assert
that the evidence in the United States,

at least, in no way suggests that the
degree of concentration has increased

significantly in, say, the last fifty years."
(p. ,s+.)
This is sheer fantasy. For anyone
who cares to look, the evidence of
growing industrial and economic concentration is overwhelming. We need
only point to the emergence during the
past half century of such industrial
giants as U.S. Steel or General Motors,
or to the fact that the more than two
hundred automobile manufa€turers of
the twenties have been replaced by
some half a dozen firms today, producing a far larger total number of cars.
Then there are the numerous studies of concentration by government
bodies. From these, it is enough to
cite here the conclusion drawn by the
Federal Trade Commission in its 1948
study, The Merger Mouement, that
"it would be blindness not to recogniz&
the obvious fact that the efiectiveness
as the protector of the
of competition,
public interest, has been seriously

weakened during the past several dec-

In industry after industryr prices,
production, employment and, in fact,

ades.

ill forrn, of economic
come under

activity

have

thc domination of

the

cases

Since Rostow arrives at his idyllic
picture by dealing with the productive
forces in isolation from the relations
of production, his "stages-of-growth"
scheme is presented as valid without

distinction

or

for all

societies---+apitalist

socialist countries, imperialist pow-

ers or colonial possessions. Thus he
conrures away the fundamental differences between economic growth in
capitalist and socialist societies. For
the Soviet Union,, he claims that the
pattern o[ growth is basically no difier-

ent than that of the United States.

This conclusion he supports by the statistical jugglery of Professor G. Warren

Nutter, recently debunked by Victor
Perlo in his USA and USSR:, The Economic Race (International Publishers,
r96o).

COLONIALISM
According

to

Rostow, colonialism

arose a few centuries ago out

of

the

mercantilist competition for overseas
trade. The drive for colonies had two
sources. The first was that the competition for trade took place in the
framework of a drive for power stem-

ming from the feudal past. Second,
he writes: "Colonies were often established to fill a vacuum; that is,
to organize a traditional society incapable

of

self-organizatior.

(or

un-

willing to organize itself) for modern
import and export activity, including
production for export." (p. roS,)
But once colonial rule was estab.
lished for .such reasons, the motives o[
national prestige and power took over,

with certain definite consequences.
"First, certain non-colonial powetq
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came, as a matter of prestige and style,
to desire colonial possessions as a sym-

bol of their coming of age. For

ample, nothing

in

ex-

the capital markets
of thc Atlantic world or in their trading patterns iustified much ado about
colonies on stdcdy economic groundi,

from, say, 1873 to r9r4." (p. rro.)
Secondly, "withdrawal from a colony
became a matter of nationai prestige,
and thus extremely difficult." In short,
aside from the initial organization of
trade, the imperialist powers really had

no reason for holding on to their colonial possessions other than prestige!
The truth of the matter is that modern colonialism has its roots not in the
days of mercantilism (which had its
own reasons for seeking colonies), but
in the period of the growth of mo.
nopoly capital. It was roughly between
r87o and rgoo that the world was overrun by the imperialist powers and that
every square foot of available terri-

tory in Africa, Asia and

elsewhere

was grabbed up.
Furthermore, the chief economic motivation was not trade but the export
of capital as a means of extracting superprofits from the exploitation of colo.
nial labor, plus the drive for monopo-
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relinquish their political rule over
colonial territories, they strive desperately to maintain their economrc domination, To take but one current illustration, the tenacity with which the
Belgian monopolists work to keep a
foothold in the Congo is not a mauer
of prestige but of the fabulous mineral
wealth of Katanga and the enormous
profits of Union Miniere. This much
should be evident to anyone who reads
the daily papers.
Rostow's denial of the economic significance of colonialism and his shrouding of it in psychological mystification
serve as a cloak to conceal the inhuman oppression and cold-blooded
slaughter of colonial peoples in the

name of monopoly pro6ts. But he can
attempt to do so only by flying completely in the face of reality.

IMPERIALISM AND WAR

If colonialism is "non-economicr"
so too, according to Rostow, are the

by Stalin, which is the cause. At

the

it is the United States,
like a knight in shining armor, which
blocks its path, even as it thwarted
same time,

the aggressive designs of Germany and

getic for
lsm.

leged monopoly stage of capitalism; nor
does that basis lie even in an automatic

oligopolistic competition over colonies."
lies rather in the "temptations" and

It

"fears" of the above-mentioned coun-

tries,

But now the situation is changing.
China and Eastern Europe are catching up in their economic development
and a diffusion of power is occurring,
hence the "power yacuum" of the past

is disappearing. The Soviet position
is therefore becoming defensive, and

of the present. FIe
a heritage from

listic control of sources of raw mate-

the pre-capitalist wodd and its concept of national sovereignty. And
he explains it, as he does other phenomena, in terms of "choices" and

it is this which explains Khrushchev's
shift from the Stalin policies.

rials.

"temptations."

The source of World Wars I and
II, he maintains, lies in the late ap
proach to economic maturity in such
areas as Eastern Europe and China,

these circumstances, Rostow argues, a rational policy for the lioviet
Union would be to accept the U.S. proposals for international arms control
and inspoction. This would require it
to "abandon the notion of world domination." Furthermore, inspection, by
demonstrating to the Soviet people that
they are not confronted by a hostile,

Such economic pressures, which are
no less compelling today than when

Lenin and others first noted

them,

render the drive for colonies and domination of other countries essential to

the existence of monopoly capital. The
idea that thc imperialist powers hold
on to colonies (and even fight wars
to do so) merely because of national
prestige is sheer nonsense.

If

today they are compelled by
forces which they cannot control to

and

in

the temptation this has oflered

to countries like Germany, |apan and
the Soviet Union to choose external
]B.gression rather than the quest for
high mass-consumption or i wclfare
state at home. The cold war, he says,
stems from thc same source, and herc
it is Soviet aggressiveness, as developed

the rest of the human race."
In shon, if the Soviet Union would
only accept the Eisenhower foreign
policy, all would be well. Flere again,.

declares that to the extent that an eco-

looks upon war as

aggressive wars

recognize the hopelessness of an ag-.
gressive policy and to "go forward with

]apan previously, and protects the
"free world" from this dire menace.
Rostow explicitly denies the role
of imperialism in breeding war. He
nomic basis for modern q,ar exists,
"that basis does not lie in imperialism,
or in compulsions arising from an al-

In

aggressive United States, would remove

thC grounds for the Soviet "police
state.'r It would also lead to disarma-

ment and would push the Soviet Union
toward the path of high mass-consumP

tion. [t is therefore our task, Rostow
concludes, to persuade the Russians to
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we

see

how the

"stages-of-growth"'
of an apolothe policies of U.S. imperial-,

scheme serves as the basis

Rostow presents his assertions about
"Soviet aggressiveness" without proofr.
as if this and the unblemished virtue
of_ American ruling circles were equally
self-evident. But such assertioni are
fundamentally false. If his "non-economic" explanations of colonialism, aggression and war obliterate the facis
that imperialism breeds war for the
domination of other countries and that
monopoly capital profits from war, rhey
likewise cover up the fact that by the
same token a socialist country has
nothing to gain from war and no class
which profits from it. Rostow is simply
unable to conceive of the Soviet Union
being motivated by anything other than

power politics, as are

in fact the im-

perialist po.wers. Nor is he able to understand that relations between social-.
ist countries are of necessity based not
on fear and hostility but on friendship.

and mutual assistance, for no one iir
these countries profits from the oppression of other peoples.

He is silent about a real source of'
war danger in Europe today-Adenauer Germany, In World War II, the
German rulers set out to conquer the.
world. Now these same ruling circles,

with. American.help, are. gaining- inin e renazified and rearmed Western Germany. Yet in all
creasing power

his discourse about "temptation,"

he
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shows no concern over this very real
menace.

Finally, to speak about persuading
the Soviet Union to adopt a Policy

peace comes with especially poor
grace from a spokesman for a govern-

of

rnent which has been guilty of atomic
blackmail, which has ringed the Sc

viet Union with military bases, which
maintains a hostile, warlike attitude
toward People's China and which persists in conducting provocative spyplane flights over Soviet and Chinese
ierritory. On these actions he is aiso
silent.

In a concluding chapter, Rostow presents his difference with Marx, Lenin
and the Communists, He opens with
what he describes as "The Seven Marxist Propositions." But these bear little
resembla-nce to what Marx actually said
or what Marxists today hold. In large

part, they are the usual

hackneYed

distortions presented as "Marxism" by
its would-be refuters, such as the alreadv-noted attribution to Marx of a
theoiy of economic determinism. They

of

to restrict markets on

Rostow's own

inventions.

According to him, it is a basic Marxist proposition that conditions for the
destruction of capitalism are created
by an "innate contradiction" between
'nielatively stagnant real wages for^ labor and itt. brMup of pressure to find
rnarkets for expanding capacity." In
the first place, this is not the basic contradiction of capitalism, which Marxists

has been "demolished" for years, and
which is a favorite of modern revisionism. Rostow parrots it despite the

hold to be that between

socialized

oroduction and private ownership and

aoorooriation. There ls a contradictfoir, itcm-ing from this, between the

repeatedly

shown that Marx never advanced a theory of "stagnant real wages." On the
contrary, he reiected the "iron law of
wages" and all similar concepts of a

rigid ceiling on real wages. And in
asserting that the hitsorical tendency
of capitalism is to worsen the lot of the
workers, he made it clear that this did
not rule out rising real wages over ex-

tended periods of time.
But Rostow not only repeats the false
argument; he carries it further. Since
the lot of the workers has actually improved under capitalism, they are inclined to accept it; not to rebel against
it as Marx predicted. But the Communists have continued to operate on the
basis of Marx's fallacy. Lenin, in What
Is To Be Done?, asserted "that if the
Russian workers were unPrepared to

fulfill their historic destiny-as

IVIR.

ooe

hand and to expand production as if
there were no limit on the other.
This, however, is distorted by Rostow, whc iniects the idea of "stagnant
real wages." He then proceeds to state
that "the workings of competitive capitalism yielded not stagnant real wages
but rising real wages," and in this, he
maintains, lies the great failure in
Marx's system. This, of course, is the
same stale argument with which Marx

fact that Marxists have
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also include some

tendency

they

evidently were-the Communist Party
would make them fulfilI that destiny."
It would organize as a "conspiratorial
elite" and seek power on that basis.
So says Rostow,
But this is simply a gross libel of

Lenin. What he fought against

in
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What Is To Be Done?, as any serious

reader can readily discern, was the
"theory of spontaneity," the idea that

of their own experience,
would spontaneously arrive at an unworkers, out

derstanding of socialism and the means
of achieving it. He argued that socialism is a science and that workers could
therefore be brought to such an under-

6r

these countries have made it quite
clear that they are not victims of any
conspiracy, but are conscious enemies
of imperialism and wholehearted sup-

of

porters

of

socialism.

THE ROI-E OF ROSTOW
To sum

Llp, Rostow has concocted

a theory in the service of U.S. impeguard working-class political party im- rialism, a theory designed to paint a
bued with a grasp of the scientific dying system as the very threshold
theory of socialism. But he always of Utopia and to cover up its contrafought for the need to conuince work- dictions and blemishes. To produce
ers. The farthest thing from his think- this book he received a sabbaticai year
ing-and that of all Communists--is from the Massachusetts Institute of
that socialism can be foisted on the Technology and a Reflective Year
working class by a conspiratorial Grant from the Carnegie Corporation.
clique.
But it may seriously be questioned
But Rostow ignores all this and goes whether the product was worth the
on to fit his invention into his "stages- investment.
of-growth." Societies are most vuinerThe Commanist Manifesto has lived
able to such Cornmunist conspiracies for more than a century, and its infuin the "preparations for take-ofi" ence has grown greatly, because it is
stagel hence the Communist successe$ based on a truly scientific approach to
in economically backrvald areas. It is, history. Rostow's "Non-Communist
he says, a "disease of the transition," Manifestq" Iike other efforts of its
one which these societies will later out- kind, will soon pass into limbo, begrow. It is the task of the West to bring canse it is based on unreal bourgeois
them through the transition without concepts of the world of today--on
the disease-to bestow on them the false assumptions and distortions which
"blessings" of modern capitalism which
conceal reality. It is only on such
has kept them in a backward state a basis that a defense of capitalism
for so many years.
can be undertaken, and the degree of
The logical end of all this is the distortion required increases as time
Dulles policy of "containment and roll- goes on. The Stages of Economic
back," a policy whose bankruptcy has Groutlt is indicative of the low estate
become rnore and more painfully evito which such apo,logptics for capitaldent, and not least because the peoples ism have fallen.
standing through the efiorts

of a van-

AMERTCAN STEELWORKERS

,AMERICA'S STEEL.WORKERS

was bcing formed undcr terroristic con-

By William Z. Foster

ditions.

The first Leninist principle we were

David Brody's Steeluorfers in Amer"ica: Thc Non-union Era 'ts a study of
.the steel industry, down to the end of
thc Great Steel Strike of. ryr9. Printed
by Harvard University Press (g5.oo),
it is a study in class collaboration. It
is primarily an attempt to gloss over

thc destructive role in the strike

their instigators, the steel bosses. And
the steel-state governofs, and even the
President of the United States (Wilson), took no active steps to pres€rve
the strike rights of the workers.
Mr. Brody outdoes himself, however,
in covering up the shabby records of the

AFL leaders in the steel strike. The
author paints the top officialdom as

played

by the steel manufacturers, tha

gov-

€rnment, and by the top leaders of thc
AEL. The author, obviously, takes
.great care not to offend any of these
three elements in portraying the desper.ate conditions under which the strike

just itching to organize the steel workwas, however, that
they had already agreed before our
campaign had begun, not to organize
the open-shop industries, of which steel
was number one. They also had no
plan of work, else, how did they give

ers. The reality

was fought.
Mr. Brody, after his fashion, has pro-

a comparatively unknown rank and
filer like myself the ta.sk of leading
the organizing campaignl They gave
the campaign hardly any money to
work with.
How, then, did we organiz.e such a

duced an elaborately documented book,
but its value as accurate labor history
is more than doubtful. He handles the
'brutal
steel companies with kid gloves.
Actually, their seven-day work week,

'twelve-hour work day, and their generally abominable conditions were helllike and murderous, but he glosses it
.all over and makes it look natural and

not so shocking. The frightful conditions were due, he says, to the extreme
,competition prevailing in the industry.
This was not true; it was primarily the
profit-hunger of the steel bosses. Mr.

Brody treats the government

of all categories, who

ofEcials,

were lickspittle

of the steel barons in r9r9, as
many well-meaning individuals. No
stress, Ior example, is put upon their
complete suppression of the rights of
agents

iso

free speech and assembly, the wholesale

clubbings, arrests, and shootings of the
steel workers (zz strikers were killed
by the vicious police). Brody is much
too polite to mention these unpleasant
things, much less blame them upon

huge strike, with so many basic factors
against usl The labor shortage caused

by the war, upon which Brody

hangs

everything, was not enough to do it.
Mr. Brody himself marvels at our success. Ffe says, ". . the , . . consefvative Iron Age figure indicates the astonishing dimensions of the strike for
union" (p. 242). 367,ooo workers
struck. (U.S. Dept. of Labor staristics.)
Ffe must have known that the rop trade
union leaders were all set to go through

the rapidly-ending war without even
trying to organize the steel industry.
The fact is that in this great campaign,
with the leaders never moving on the
job, we were able to apply some principles of Lenin, about whom we personally knew almost nothing as yet.
It was just as the Communist Party
62.

able to employ in some degree
was thc indomitable spirit of carrying out the great iob of. organizing we had begun, in spite of all ol>
with a fighting
spitit that was quite foreign to the

stacles. This infused us
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and his national following). This combination, which was moie or less in

opposition

to the

Gompers'

ship, was indispensable.

campaign through

difrculty. The

in

It

leader-

carried the

spite

of

cvery

conservative leadei-

ship, although opposing the campaign,
was unable to destroy

it

outright. This

combination of Left-wing and progressives carried through the orglniZing
campaign and the great strike. Tha

AFL leadership, and which served us
in good stead on many occasions.
The second Leninist feature of our united front tactic is still valid today.
campaign was the thorough planning
Altogether, by the application of our
on which we based all our work. Wc organization principles, which are eswere industrial unionists and we or- sentially some of those of Lenin-alganized on the idea of one union in the ghoug\ as of that time we had hardly
whole industry; a simultaneous cam- learned of him-we carried through thl
paign in all the steel centersl and we steel campaign successfully. Mr. Biody's
fought to win the organization cam- estimates, particularly of the organizapaign while World War I was still on tion campaign and thc strike, which
of which tactics were foreign to serve only to whitewash the steel com-all
the trade-union leaders who were panies, the government, and the conmostly interested in craft unionism and servative trade-union leaders, do not in
in winning the war. In fact, Gompers any vital sense explain the forces that
called a meeting on March 12, r9t7 led in the organization campaign and
(even before we got into the war) to the steel strike.
formulate labor's position on th€ war.
The Great Steel Strike was forrnally
Our third Leninist principle was lost. There was no agrcemerl secured
that of self<riticism. That is, in the and the union was broken in the strikc.
case of failure in our organizing work
Great numbers of workers lost their
these were very many and baf- savings and many had no jobs to re-and
fling-we, believing implicitly in the turn to. On the other hand, the strike
possibility of organizing the steel work- won many things for the stee.l workers.
ers, turned our criticism in and against
The twelve-hour day ancl seven-day
ourselves, not blaming the steel work- week were smashed and considerable
ers, and taking full responsibility for wage increases were secured. The
any mistakes, which was contrary to Great Strike had proved that the stcel
AFL practice----especially of the lead- workers could be organized, in spite
ers.
of all the stepl-trust terror. The rgrg
Our fourth kninist principle was steel s rike was the direct forerunner
that of the united front. The organ- of the C.I.O., formed in Novernber,
izing committee was essentially a com- 1935, under the leadership c[ ]ohn L.
bination of two groups-the Left wing Lewis and also of the Uniter,l Steel(mostly Communists, Socialists, etc.) workers, formed in fune, 1936 under
and the progressives (|ohn Fitzpatrick the leadership of Philip Murr:ay.
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the Russian Revolution to the end of World War ll, 1945;4. Fascism Threatens to Destroy the Labor Movemeni; 5. The Revolu-

tionary Aftermath of World War ll and the Cold War, Up io
Geneva, 1955; 6. The Struggle for Peaceful Coexistence; 7. The
Growing World Predominance of Socialism.
This new booklet takes on enhanced relevance in lighi o{ fhe
historic lsth UN General Assembly where the confinuing struggle

for peaceful coexisfence reached new heights under the vigorous
advocacy o{ the socialist counlries, headed by the Soviet Union.
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